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ABSTRAKT
Tato dizertacˇn´ı pra´ce se zaby´va´ modelova´n´ım mikrovlnny´ch polovodicˇovy´ch struktur.
Sta´le vysˇˇs´ı pracovn´ı kmitocˇty komunikacˇn´ıch syste´mu˚ zvysˇuj´ı na´roky na aktivn´ı prvky a
pˇrenosova´ veden´ı, realizovane´ zpravidla v monoliticke´ integrovane´ podobeˇ. Prˇenosova´ ve-
den´ı s rozprostˇreny´m zes´ılen´ım pˇredstavuj´ı perspektivn´ı rˇesˇen´ı nejen jako zesilovac´ı prvky,
ale take´ jako aktivn´ı napa´jecˇe mikrovlnny´ch ante´n. V soucˇastne´ dobeˇ neexistuje vhodny´
softwarovy´ na´stroj pro jejich efektivn´ı simulaci a na´vrh. Prvn´ı cˇa´st te´to pra´ce je zameˇˇrena
na implementaci termodynamicke´ formulace modelu driftu a difuze pro numerickou sim-
ulaci transportn´ıch proces˚u polovodicˇovy´ch struktur v komercˇn´ım programu COMSOL
Multiphysics. Dalˇs´ı cˇa´st je veˇnova´na implementaci Gunnova jevu v makroskopicke´ aprox-
imaci a vypracova´n´ı simulacˇn´ı procedury pro analy´zu struktur vyuzˇ´ıvaj´ıc´ıch tento jev.
Posledn´ı cˇa´st je veˇnova´na na´vrhu a analy´ze aktivn´ıch pˇrenosovy´ch veden´ı a zlepsˇen´ı
jejich vlastnost´ı.
KL´ICˇOVA´ SLOVA
Polovodicˇove´ struktury, Gunnu˚v jev, aktivn´ı pˇrenosova´ veden´ı, pocˇ´ıtacˇove´ modelova´n´ı.
ABSTRACT
This thesis deals with the modeling of the microwave semiconductor structures. Increas-
ing working frequencies of the new communication systems increase the demands on
active devices and transmission lines, usually implemented in the monolithic integrated
form. Active transmission lines with distributed parameters seem to be promising solu-
tion as an amplifying element and also as an active feeding of microwave antennas. The
first part presents the implementation of the thermodynamic formulation of the drift-
diffusion scheme for the numerical simulation of transport processes in semiconductor
structures using the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics. Following section is
devoted to the implementation of the Gunn effect in the macroscopic approximation,
and the development of the simulation procedure for the analysis of structures using this
phenomenon. The last part is devoted to the design and analysis of active transmission
lines and their improvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The microwave frequency region is still more interesting for wide telecommunication
and imaging systems, material spectroscopy, medical treatment, collision avoidance
radars and many more applications. Currently, the modern and perspective appli-
cations are going to be designed to operate at millimeter and submillimeter-wave
spectrum e.g. the US Federal Communication Commission reserved a continuous
block of 7 GHz of the spectrum in 60 GHz band for wireless communications al-
ready in 2001 [1]. This part of millimeter wave spectrum is unlicensed and provides
a wide bandwidth, so an enormous use of such frequency region for commercial wire-
less applications is expected. As the demand for exploitation of higher frequencies
within millimeter-wave spectrum increases, the new problems have to be considered
e.g. the atmospheric absorption and dispersion due to oxygen molecules [2], the
losses of convectional transmission lines [3], physical limitations of amplifiers and
oscillators [4] and the problematic signal processing and antenna design [1]. So the
engineers are facing new challenges to development a novel approaches and more
efficient solutions of mm-wave devices design.
The power high frequency generators and amplifiers were always regarded with
thermionic devices (vacuum tubes). During the recent stage of the scientific-technical
revolution in the 20th century the semiconductor components replace them practi-
cally in all applications. The main problem of active millimeter-wave (MW) systems
is connected with fundamental limitations of the convectional discrete semiconductor
devices which output power drops drastically at frequencies of MW band. Therefore,
alternative principles as traveling wave amplification are very perspective because
the length of electromagnetic waves in the MW frequency band is short enough for
effective interaction with active media of semiconductor devices.
Further more, the convectional metallic transmission lines are problematic at
such frequencies, so they are replaced by the dielectric wave-guiding structures, be-
cause they have many advantages as lower cost, easier fabrication and lower propa-
gation loss [3]. The permittivity of common semiconductor materials is high enough
(εr > 10) to be used as a dielectric transmission line which can be integrated with
active devices in one solid block and fabricated by the same technology.
The design and the fabrication of semiconductor devices involves an accurate
prediction of device behavior under specific conditions, so the numerical analysis
of semiconductor structures and simulation of related physical phenomena is for
many researchers the task of highest importance. During the time, many numerical
models were developed for the particular field of interest. The nano-scale structures
as optical devices are investigated by the quantum mechanics calculations, the carrier
transport theory is used to macroscopic scale simulations and various discrete devices
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can be described just by circuit equivalents.
The modeling of semiconductor structures and physic phenomena that are per-
spective at millimeter-waves for design of distributed amplifying structures is the
aim of this dissertation thesis. The appropriate models and construction of devices
should be proposed and verified by complex model calculations.
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2 STATE OF THE ART
The following chapters briefly summarize the principal achievements in the field
of traveling wave amplifiers and present the general techniques of semiconductor
structure modeling. First of all, the dielectric wave-guiding structures and dielectric
rod antennas are shortly presented.
2.1 Dielectric Waveguides and Antennas
Dielectric materials are increasingly used at frequencies above 100 GHz e.g. dielectric
waveguides, directional couplers, phase shifters, multistate reflectometers etc. They
have common advantages in contrary with metallic equivalents as lower losses, wider
tolerances and lower cost.
For millimeter-wave applications we can divide the dielectric waveguides into
several main groups: rod waveguide, non-radiative waveguide (dielectric rod between
two parallel plates), layered waveguide (dielectric rod on dielectric substrate) and
image waveguide (dielectric rod on metallic plate). The rod waveguide and layered
one have the lowest losses due to the absence of metal layers. Main approaches of
millimeter-wave integrated circuits design using non-radiating dielectric waveguides,
due to radiation suppression, or layered one suitable for integrated optic [3].
The dielectric rod waveguides (DRW) have a broad operating frequency band-
width of two fundamental modes differing by the x and y polarization with no cut-off
frequency [5]. At frequencies beyond 300 GHz the use of standard metal waveguides
becomes difficult, i.e. only multi-mode regime is applicable, because the dimensions
and losses of a single-mode waveguide become unacceptable at such frequencies.
The semiconductors can be used as a dielectric material for fabrication of such
waveguides, because common semiconductor materials exhibited by sufficiently high
value of permittivity e.g. εr Si = 11.7 and εr GaAs = 13.1 [6].
There are several papers that deal with the analysis (numerical or analytical) and
measurement of dielectric waveguides made of semiconductors. The main problem
to solve is the excitation of such waveguides. The main concept was published in
[7] and [8] in 2001 where the dielectric rod waveguides made of GaAs and Sapphire
are excited by standard metallic waveguide. The ends of the rod are tapered in the
E-plane and inserted into the waveguides (see Fig. 2.1). The numerical analysis was
performed by finite element method (FEM) using HFSS simulation environment and
the results are in very good agreement with measurements in spite of the fact that
the semiconductor rod was characterized only by the material permittivity (in case
of GaAs) or permittivity tensor (in case of Sapphire). The analytical methods to
calculate propagation constant of DRW were firstly proposed by Marcatili in 1969
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Fig. 2.1: Arrangement of dielectric rod waveguide experiment.
[9] and extended for the media described by permittivity tensor by Dudorov in 2002
[10].
The described waveguide can be modified to an antenna [11], [12]. While the
receiving metal waveguide is removed the tapered section act as impedance trans-
former to free space and traveling wave is radiated outside the rod. It represents a
class of traveling wave antenna, so called end-fire antenna. The radiation patterns
are similar to that of an open-end metal waveguide. The −3 dB beamwidths of such
antennas are about 65 ÷ 70 degrees in both E-plane and H-plane and exhibits by
smaller reflection at input than open-end the metal waveguide.
Finally, we can say that the dielectric rod waveguide made of semiconductor is the
ideal transmission line and radiator for experiments with semiconductor structures
at microwave frequency band.
2.2 Active Devices
Electromagnetic wave amplification and generation is one of the key problems in
design of millimeter-wave devices. In contrast to vacuum devices the operation of
semiconductor devices is connected with current flow through the semiconductor
medium, where electron scattering results in Joule heating of the device structure.
The thermal conductivity of semiconductors is definitely determined, so the problem
of heat-sink is very important. Another limitation is due to the device capacitance
that exists even without packaging. As a result device impedance decreases with
frequency approximately as 1/f . It creates a problem to match a device with waveg-
uide. To overcome these fundamental limitations on output power the performance
of active components should be based on the principles of distributed interaction of
the electromagnetic wave with active media [3], [4]. Such principles can be following.:
• Multi-element power combining.
• Traveling wave amplification by interaction with:
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– differential negative resistance of material,
– drifting charge flow.
While the technology is pushed into the area of millimeter and submillimeter
wavelengths and demands for further miniaturization and integration of devices
within single monolithic circuit are the future course of the high-frequency solid-
state electronics, the concept of traveling wave amplification by active semiconductor
media is of high interest.
Nowadays the amplification of electromagnetic waves in distributed structures
based on donor doped GaAs type semiconductors is in the scope of interest. Two
basic types of amplifying structures, which differ by orientation of the wavevector k
relative to the drift velocity of carriers v are known. Proximity of the phase velocity
of the wave to the carrier drift velocity is the characteristic property for structures
with parallel drift where v ‖ k. In structures with transversal drift, when v ⊥ k,
the waves propagate with velocity close to the speed of light in the medium and the
effect of amplification occurs due to coincidence of the transverse components of the
electric field with the the transverse drift of carriers in a semiconductor [13].
Negative Differential Conductivity
The negative differential conductivity (NDC) based device is the member of the
v ⊥ k category. The N-shaped I-V characteristic is typical for the NDC medium.
It is usually related to hot-electron (electron with high energy) effect in connection
with intervalley scattering, generation-recombination and overheating. These mech-
anisms lead in turn to an increase of the effective mass, the rate of carrier capture
in traps and an increase of the scattering rate. In all three cases the increase of
electron energy leads to rapid decrease of the effective mobility and to NDC [14].
The intervalley scattering mechanism is due to natural structure of semiconductor
matter thus is of the bulk character and cause the so-called bulk negative differential
conductivity (BNDC).
The perspective mechanism of BNDC arises in A3B5 semiconductors (e.g. GaAs)
due to transfer of hot electrons in high electric fields from central valley Γ to the
upper valleys X and L of conduction band in momentum space. This effect was
discovered by J. B. Gunn in 1963 and named after him. The energy band structure
of GaAs is depicted in the Fig. 2.2, where Eg is the energy band gap. Plus signs
(+) indicate holes in the valence bands and minus (−) indicate electrons in the
conduction bands [15]. Since the Gunn effect based BNDC is caused by transfer
of electrons in conduction band, devices utilizing such phenomenon are called the
electron transfer devices.
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Fig. 2.2: Energy band structure of GaAs [15].
Fig. 2.3: Energy band diagram showing the con-
duction band edge EC of the GaAs/AlGaAs he-
terojunction [15].
The first successful experiments on electromagnetic wave amplification by BNDC
in GaAs at frequency 15 GHz were performed in coplanar microstrip waveguide in
1975 [16]. Other experiments dealt with a fin-line inside the metal waveguide at the
frequencies about 40 GHz and 160V bias voltage in 1981 [17]. The mathematical
formulation of wave propagation using small signal approximation was introduced
in [17] and the assumptions for possible analytical solution was suggested in [3]. The
common problem of all BNDC based devices is that the amplification is realized at
high electric fields and current densities. Therefore the thermal heating is extremely
limiting factor for practical use and enforce the device operation to the pulse regime.
Later on the experiments with BNDC devices discovered other mechanisms caus-
ing NDC. Let’s assume the structures with homogeneity only along the direction
of a current. As applied electric field in the direction of current increases, the elec-
tron mobility can then change due to the perpendicular transfer and the material
inhomogeneity [14]. This effect was named the real space transfer effect (RST) and
was firstly formulated by Gribnikov in 1972. The RST device is required to be a
heterostructure consisting of two materials with different mobilities. In addition,
the material having lower mobility must also have a higher conduction band energy
EC . A good example is GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure (see Fig. 2.3).
While the carriers in material of low mobility (GaAs) acquire enough energy from
the longitudinal electric field to be able overcome the conduction band discontinuity
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∆EC , they flow to the material of lower mobility (AlGaAs) and cause the reduction
of total current, consequently the NDC.
Up to date, the development of the RST diodes and transistors are still very
challenging due to lack of precise formulation of the problem. A number of papers
devoted to computation of I-V characteristic of RST devices by Monte Carlo meth-
ods can be found, and several papers presenting experimental results are available.
However there is not pure identity of experimental and theoretical results. The
numerical simulations seem to be valid only for specific configurations since the sim-
plifications and assumptions that allow numerical analysis are very idealistic. The
experimental results deal with the problem of separation of the RST and BNDC
effects. The progress in the field of RST is well documented in the review paper by
Gribnikov 1994 [14].
Slow Wave Interaction
The traveling wave amplification in the semiconductors with drifting electron flow
is analogous to the principle of the vacuum traveling wave tube. Here the electro-
magnetic wave amplification is based on the electron beam interaction with a slow
electromagnetic wave component which is produced by periodic waveguide e.g. he-
lix. The idea to replace the electron beam by drifting carriers in a solid was discussed
by Solymar and Ash in 1966 [18]. They introduced the theoretical background of
the problem by extending the theory of traveling wave tube. The experimental
evidence for the effect at 4 GHz was presented by Sumi and Suzuki in 1968 [19].
Their structure consist of donor doped InSb semiconductor coupled through metal
meander circuits at 77 K. The revolutionary concept was introduced by Gover and
Yaric in 1974 [20]. They proposed to replace the metallic slow wave circuits by the
periodically corrugated dielectric waveguide and in the proximity build the current
conducting layer in a monolithic way. Such structure allows tight coupling between
the carrier current and the slow electromagnetic wave component. The theoretical
evaluations in [20] showed that such mechanism can provide the effective amplifica-
tion up to frequency about 100 GHz.
The monolithic slow-wave amplifier embedded into GaAs image waveguide was
realized and experimentally demonstrated at room temperature at 75 GHz in 1994
[21]. However, the real output gain was not achieved because of a high insertion
loss of image waveguide. The slow-wave amplification in GaAs rod waveguide in
the frequency band 75 GHz ÷ 110 GHz using AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure was
demonstrated in 2008 [23]. The maximum gain 8 dB cm−1 was achieved at 15 kV m−1
and 70 GHz.
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2.3 Simulation of Semiconductor Devices
Physical phenomena in semiconductor devices are very complicated and, depending
on applications, are described by partial differential equations of different level of
complexity. Coefficients and boundary conditions of equations can be very compli-
cated and can depend on applied bias, material structure and effects at microscopic
scale. Generally, the fundamentals of semiconductor physic are well described by
tools of quantum mechanics. This point of view gives us a model of particle behavior
at atomistic level, where electrons are described by superposition of different wave
functions, called wave-packet, whose energy and momentum are the solution of the
Schro¨dinger equation. The motion of the electron (wave-packet) is subject to the
external forces and to the interaction with the crystal lattice and other particles
[24].
In contrary, the device level modeling represents the problem of charge transport
in macroscopic scale. The semiclassical approach assumes that the movement of
electron between two collisions is described by Newton laws and only the scattering
events are described by quantum mechanics. Thus the carriers can be described
statistically thought the distribution function that gives the probability of state
with wavevector k at time t and position r. The distribution function is the solution
of Boltzmann transport equation (2.1) that describes classical dynamic of carriers
under the action of electric field E and perturbations (collisions) [6], [25].
∂fv
∂t
= −∇ ·
(
dr
dt
fv
)
−∇ ·
(
dp
dt
fv
)
+
∂fv
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
coll
, (2.1)
where p = h¯r represents the carriers momentum and fv = (p, r, t) is the distribution
function.
The direct solving (2.1) to obtain the carrier concentrations and velocities is the
most accurate approach. However, this is a very difficult task to accomplish. Thus
the many approaches were developed to make a simulation at device level possible.
One of the direct methods consists in simulating the motion of carriers at micro-
scopic level with Monte Carlo methods. However, this category of simulations is
very computationally demanding therefore not suitable for engineering application
[6] [25]. An alternative approach to obtain the solution is based on the momentum
methods. By using several empirical approximations and mathematical simplifica-
tion of Boltzmann transport equation we obtain the practical system of transport
equations called the drift-diffusion scheme which can be divided into several cate-
gories counting the different complexity of the device physics.
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Basic Drift-Diffusion Equations
Three governing equations for charge transport in semiconductor devices are the
Poisson equation and the electron and hole continuity equations. The Poisson equa-
tion with space charge term expressed by semiconductor parameters follows [6]
−∇ · ∇ψ = q
ε
(
p− n+N+D −N−A
)
, (2.2)
where ψ denotes the electrostatic potential, q is the elementary charge, ε is the
permittivity, n denotes the negatively charged electron concentration, p is the posi-
tively charged hole concentration, N+D and N
−
A are the concentration of singly ionized
donors and the concentration of singly ionized acceptors respectively.
The continuity equations are expressed as [6]:
∇ · Jn − q∂n
∂t
= qRGR(ψ, n, p), (2.3)
∇ · Jp + q∂p
∂t
= −qRGR(ψ, n, p), (2.4)
where Jn and Jp denote the current densities caused by electrons and holes, and
RGR is the generation-recombination rate.
The expression of the electron and hole current densities is formulated differently
for each scheme accordingly to the chosen complexity of driving force phenomena.
Isothermal Scheme
This scheme is widely used for the simulation of carrier transport in semiconductors
and consist of the basic semiconductor equations from previous section with current
densities given by [6]:
Jn = −qnµn∇φn, (2.5)
Jp = −qpµp∇φp, (2.6)
where µn and µp represent the electron and hole mobility, φn and φp are the electron
and hole quasi-Fermi potentials and Dn and Dp are the electron and hole diffusion
coefficients.
This scheme is suitable for low-power density devices with long active regions.
The long active region implies that it does not take into account the effects of
quantum mechanics.
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Thermodynamic Scheme
The thermodynamic scheme extends the isothermal approach to by thermal effects
using an assumption that the charge carriers are in thermal equilibrium with the
lattice. Therefore the carriers temperature and the lattice temperature are described
by a single value T . The scheme consists of the basic equations referred in section
2.3 and the lattice heat flow equation [6]
ρmch
∂T
∂t
−H = ∇ · kT∇T , (2.7)
where ρm denotes the specific mass density, ch is the specific heat, H represents the
generated heat and kT is the thermal conductivity.
The current relations (2.5) and (2.6) are extended by the temperature gradient
as a driving term [6]:
Jn = −qnµn∇φn + qnDTn∇T , (2.8)
Jp = −qpµp∇φp − qpDTp∇T , (2.9)
where the DTn and D
T
p represents the electron thermal diffusion coefficient and hole
thermal diffusion coefficient respectively.
This scheme is suitable for simulation of self-heating high-power devices with
low thermal exchange and long active regions.
Hydrodynamic Scheme
The Monte Carlo method for the solution of Boltzmann transport equation is the
most general and accurate approach to the analysis of any semiconductor structure.
However due to high computational requirements it cannot be used for the routine
simulation of real devices [26]. The hydrodynamic scheme represents a compromise
between model accuracy and computation demands. However, the scheme is still
very complex and exists in many variations. The full formulation, given by Stratton
[27] and Bløtekjær [28], consist of eight partial differential equations. This scheme
is suitable for devices with energy transport of the carriers and small active regions.
2.4 Millimeter Waves in Semiconductors
The wave propagation in the semiconductors at microwave frequencies become signif-
icant in the second half of the 20th century. The boom of the monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMIC) and the increasing number of the microwave compo-
nents on the chip requires the interconnecting transmission lines having low-loss
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and well-defined characteristic impedance. To produce a transmission line compati-
ble with the materials, processing, and techniques currently used to produce MMIC,
the choice of dielectric substrate was limited to a film dielectrics or to the semicon-
ductor itself. For the range of impedances required, the use of the semiconductor
material itself offers more reasonable line widths and was apparently a satisfactory
approach. The complex study of the microstrip line on the high-resistivity silicon
substrate were performed in 1965 by Hyltin [29]. However, the choice of the con-
ductivity value of the semiconductor substrate is closely related to ease of electronic
device fabrication and in most cases the high conductivity values are preferred. Us-
ing higher conductivity values of the substrate, the line properties cannot be limited
to the quasi-TEM propagation trough lossy a medium. Of many configuration pos-
sible, the microstrip line on the Si-SiO2 double-layer system (see Fig. 2.4) was the
most popular for investigation of the high frequency signal transmission along the
planar metalizations in the MMIC.
Fig. 2.4: Microstrip line on Si-SiO2 system.
The theoretical investigation in [30] and experimental work in [31] by Hasegawa in
1970 reveal the basic propagation mechanism in Si-SiO2 (semiconductor-dielectric)
structures. These three forms of propagation come out of different behaviors of the
substrate, when frequency and its conductivity are varying.
• If the product of the frequency and the resistivity of the semiconductor sub-
strate is large enough to produce a small dielectric loss angle, the substrate act
like a dielectric and the line can be regarded as a microstrip line loaded with a
double layer dielectric. The quasi-TEM propagation approach to analyze such
transmission line can be carried out. Let call this mode the dielectric mode.
• If the product of the frequency and substrate conductivity is large enough to
yield a small depth of penetration into semiconductor, the substrate would
behave like a lossy conductor wall, and the line may be threaded as microstrip
line on imperfect ground plane made of semiconductor and behaves highly
dispersive due to skin effect. Let us call this mode the skin-effect mode.
• If the frequency is not so high and the conductivity is moderate, the substrate
acts like neither of the above and slow-surface wave propagates along the
dielectrics interface. Let us call this mode slow-wave mode. This mode is of
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Fig. 2.5: Conductivity-frequency domains of the fundamental modes of the microstrip line on
Si-SiO2 system.
particular interest, because it appears within the conductivity and frequency
ranges of used in current MMIC and especially it exhibits by considerably
smaller attenuation than what is expected from the conductivity value.
The existence of discussed modes in conductivity-frequency chart is presented in
the Fig. 2.5 based on the results from [30].
Besides the special case of the transmission line on the semiconductor substrates,
the modeling of the wave propagation in general semiconductor structure (trough
the electronic devices) requires the combination of the complex transport models,the
particle-based (Monte Carlo) or semiclassical (drift-diffusion) formulation, with full-
wave solutions of Maxwell’s equation. A very general full-wave frequency domain
formulation of such coupled problem has been proposed in [32]. However the inclu-
sion of nonlinearity through a frequency domain approach results in computational
complexity which practically limits the computations to a 1D cross section.
The numerical model of wave propagation in BNDC based active media was
proposed in [3], where the issue of device configuration and possible way to de-
rive analytical solution were proposed and discussed. Model description consists of
isothermal drift-diffusion equations with Helmholtz equation in frequency domain
formulation. In order to find analytical solution in small-signal approximation, the
using of anisotropic differential conductivity tensor σˆD in step-wise linear form is
proposed. The values of the tensor were strictly given empirically and no particular
solution or discussion was presented.
The recent works on the electromagnetic wave propagation in the semiconductor
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devices with distributed parameters are threaded experimentally e.g. the passive
devices [10], [22] and active one [21].
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3 AIMS OF THESIS
The previous chapter presents the current trends in the millimeter wave amplifi-
cation by traveling-wave interaction in the solid-state devices. The natural effect
as BNDC and artificial (designed) effect as RST or the slow-wave interactions are
the leading candidates for the new concept of the active semiconductor devices
with distributed amplification. We should focus on the development of the device
based on the BNDC mechanism, because it depends on the natural property of the
material and not on the manufacturing process. Up to date, there are mainly ex-
perimentally oriented results in this field [3], [4], [16], [17]. The dielectric properties
of semiconductors suggest the idea of transmission lines and waveguides made of
semiconductor containing the traveling wave amplifying structure. The full-wave or
multi-mode simulations of proposed device should be performed due to various field
modes that can be excited in semiconductor structures [30]. The passive compo-
nents based on high resistivity semiconductors were already numerically analyzed
and experimentally verified in [7], [8], [11], [10] and [12]. The works dealing with
the slow-wave modes in the semiconductor-dielectric structures in modal-field [31]
or full-wave formulation [32] were carried out. However, the complexity of full-wave
formulations limits the simulations to the 1D or simple 2D problems due to extreme
computational demands. The specialized software or the modeling procedure using
general purpose software suitable for the efficient simulation of the traveling wave
amplifying semiconductor structures at device level is still missing. Such software
would enable more efficient design and optimization of the semiconductor BNDC
based devices.
Considering the previous paragraphs we formulate the objectives of this doctoral
thesis:
• Implementation of thermodynamic drift-diffusion scheme using commercial
general purpose software and its verification.
• Development of the modeling procedure of wave propagation in bulk negative
differential conductivity medium suitable for simulations of active microwave
structures at device level.
• Design of a novel semiconductor device exhibiting by distributed amplification.
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4 IMPLEMENTATION OF DRIFT-DIFFUSION
SCHEME
The commercial program COMSOL Multiphysic [33] was chosen to implement the
thermodynamic drift-diffusion scheme. It is general purpose software to solve prob-
lems described by partial differential equations (PDE) using FEM. Furthermore, the
ability to couple equations allows the multiphysical computations of drift, diffusion,
electrostatic, thermal and wave propagation phenomena in one complex model. For
the purpose of device modeling there are some specialized commercial and academ-
ical software packages using the drift-diffusion scheme calculations. The software
DESSIS [37] devoted to analysis of the semiconductor devices by various drift-
diffusion schemes is widely used in the industry. In this software the corrections
regarded to quantum effects were successfully employed. More accurate approach
is the multiscale formulation of device model by combination of the drift-diffusion
scheme for macroscopic transport calculations and the quantum mechanic scheme
for the microscopic transport calculations. Such capable software is TiberCAD [34],
the multiscale simulator for the analysis of modern nanoscale electronic and opto-
electronic devices. The software is currently under intensive development at Univer-
sity of Rome ”Tor Vergata” and is available under trial license. Following sections
are devoted to the implementation of isothermal and thermodynamic drift-diffusion
scheme in COMSOL Multiphysics and the TiberCAD is used as the reference for
the verification of the scheme validity.
4.1 Continuity Equations
In the first step we neglect the thermal effects in the semiconductors. The charge car-
riers are driven by electron quasi-Fermi potential φn and hole quasi-Fermi potential
φp threaded in the current density relations (2.5) and (2.6). By introducing the ef-
fective intrinsic carrier concentration nie we get following expressions for the quasi-
Fermi potentials [6]:
φn = ψ − kT
q
ln
(
n
nie
)
, (4.1)
φp = ψ +
kT
q
ln
(
p
nie
)
, (4.2)
where k is the Boltzmann constant. The substitution of these expressions into (2.5)
and (2.6) yields
Jn = −qnµn∇
(
ψ − kT
q
ln
(
n
nie
))
, (4.3)
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Jp = −qpµp∇
(
ψ +
kT
q
ln
(
p
nie
))
. (4.4)
By evaluation of gradient operator and using the diffusion coefficient substitu-
tions (4.5) and (4.6) we obtain relations (4.7) and (4.8) for electron and hole current
density with separated drift and diffusion components.
Dn = µn
kT
q
(4.5)
Dp = µp
kT
q
(4.6)
Jn = −qnµn
(
∇ψ + kT
q
∇ ln(nie)
)
+ qDn∇n (4.7)
Jp = −qpµp
(
∇ψ − kT
q
∇ ln(nie)
)
− qDp∇p (4.8)
The energy band gap narrowing is considered by gradient of effective intrinsic
carrier concentration logarithm in the first term on the right-hand side of (4.7) and
(4.8). This effect is significant in the case of degenerated semiconductor as was
referred in [35]. While the doping concentration is below the limit 3.162× 1024 m−3
the effective intrinsic carrier concentration is equal to intrinsic carrier concentration
which can be assumed constant in a bulk material [6]. Thus the gradient operator
gives the zero value and the relations (4.7) and (4.8) can be simplified and then
substituted into the continuity equations (2.3) and (2.4). This way we obtain the
final relations:
∇ · (nµn∇ψ −Dn∇n) + ∂n
∂t
= −RGR, (4.9)
∇ · (−p µp∇ψ −Dp∇p) + ∂p
∂t
= −RGR. (4.10)
We must keep in mind that the validity of these equations is limited by the
degeneracy limit mentioned above.
The final form of the continuity equations (4.9) and (4.10) together with Poisson’s
equation (2.2) are called the basic semiconductor equations. They are valid for
the major number of engineering applications and represent the trade-off between
accuracy and complexity of the scheme.
The COMSOL Multiphysics is able to solve a general form of PDE which give us
the ability to define practically arbitrary physical problem. The continuity relations
of basis semiconductor equations set can be identified as parabolic PDE. We will
benefit from pre-defined classical PDE modes. The continuity relations correspond
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to the pre-defined convection and diffusion PDE. COMSOL Multiphysics implic-
itly assumes the non-conservative formulation of this problem in order to describe
incompressible flux of arbitrary dependent variable u. However we have to recon-
figure the PDE to the conservative formulation, which allows us to implement the
continuity relations in the form
∇ · (uv −D∇u) + ∂u
∂t
= R. (4.11)
For electron continuity equation we can identify:
• the dependent variable u = n,
• the velocity vector v = µn∇ψ,
• the diffusion coefficient D = Dn
• the reaction rate R = −RGR.
For hole continuity equation we can identify:
• the dependent variable u = p,
• the velocity vector v = −µp∇ψ,
• the diffusion coefficient D = Dp,
• the reaction rate R = −RGR.
We have derived the implementation of isothermal drift-diffusion scheme so far.
For the design of power devices it is desirable to simulate the effect of the thermal
phenomena. Changes in the temperature and its distribution in the device vol-
ume can have significant influence on the device behavior. The current induced by
gradient of the temperature are considered by additional terms in current density
equations as was threaded in the thermodynamic scheme equations (2.8) and (2.9)
in Section 2.3. Then, contrary to the isothermal model, we can identify the electron
and hole continuity equation as:
• the electron velocity vector v = µn∇ψ −DTn∇T ,
• the hole velocity vector v = −µp∇ψ −DTp∇T .
In [6] approximations (4.12) and (4.13) of the thermal diffusion coefficients were
derived. Their validation is only for non-degenerated semiconductors as has been
verified in [6].
DTn
∼= Dn
2T
(4.12)
DTp
∼= Dp
2T
(4.13)
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4.2 Poisson Equation
The Poisson equation (2.2) introduced in section 2.3 is an eliptic PDE. The COM-
SOL Multiphysics contains the pre-defined Poisson equation in the classical form:
−∇ · (D∇u) = f, (4.14)
where u is the dependent variable.
For purpose of electrostatic potential calculations in semiconductor devices ac-
cording to the (2.2) the coefficients in (4.14) can be identified as:
• the diffusion coefficient D = ε,
• the dependent variable u = ψ,
• the source term f = q/ε
(
p− n+N+D −N−A
)
.
4.3 Heat Flow Equation
In order to include the thermal effect in semiconductor devices the heat flow equation
(2.7) has to be solved. In the COMSOL Multiphysics is available the pre-defined
heat flow equation in the form:
da
∂u
∂t
−∇ · (D∇u) = f, (4.15)
where we can identify according to the (2.7):
• the damping/mass coefficient da = ρmch,
• the diffusion coefficient D = kT ,
• the dependent variable u = T ,
• the frequency / source term f = H.
4.4 Initial Values and Boundary Conditions
For boundaries in contact with an insulator zero charge boundary conditions are
used. For boundaries far away from the active device area, the electric field and
carrier currents have zero normal components. Both of these types can be described
by Neumann boundary conditions [6]:
n · ∇ψ = 0, (4.16)
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n · Jn = 0, (4.17)
n · Jp = 0. (4.18)
The simplest boundary conditions for the ohmic contact is based on the Dirichlet
boundary condition with value of the closed-form solution derived for the semicon-
ductor in the thermal equilibrium with the ambient. The ohmic contact boundary
condition for electrostatic potential is given by [6]:
ψ = ψb + ψa, (4.19)
where ψa is the applied bias voltage and ψb is the closed-form solution of, so-called,
build-in potential expressed as [6]:
ψb =
kT
q
arsinh
(
N+D −N−A
2ni
)
. (4.20)
The ohmic contact boundary condition for the carrier concentrations is given
also by closed-form solution defined under condition of thermal equilibrium. That
implies the carriers must satisfy condition for infinite recombination velocity
np− ni = 0, (4.21)
and condition of the space charge absence
n− p−N+D +N−A = 0. (4.22)
These two equations can be rearranged into following ohmic contact boundary
conditions for carrier concentrations:
n =
√(
N+D −N−A
)2
+ 4ni2 +N+D −N−A
2
, (4.23)
p =
√(
N+D −N−A
)2
+ 4ni2 −N+D +N−A
2
. (4.24)
The initial distributions of dependent variables over the solved domain are re-
quired in the numerical calculations of considered transport problem. Otherwise the
FEM solvers do not converge and it is not possible to obtain the solution. Using
of the closed-form solutions for the thermal equilibrium is the most convenient. So
the initial value of carrier concentrations on the solved domain is given by equations
(4.23) and (4.24), and the build-in potential defined by the carrier concentration is
expressed as
ψinit = ψb =
kT
q
arsinh
(
n− p
2ni
)
. (4.25)
This formulation gives the smooth derivatives of electrostatic potential at the
P-N junctions unlike the others published definitions e.g. [33], therefore is more
suitable for our purposes.
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4.5 Physical Parameters
The equations (2.2), (4.9), (4.10) and (2.7) constitute the basic equation system for
analysis and simulation of the most semiconductor devices. The physical parameters
in these equations, together with boundary conditions, define the device geometry,
doping profile and characteristics of semiconductor material. Their proper modeling
is essential for realistic simulations. Following paragraphs are devoted to the main
parameters regarding to thermodynamic model.
Doping Profile
The doping profile of impurities concentration is defined as sum of the concentra-
tion of singly ionized donors N+D and concentration of singly ionized acceptors N
−
A ,
including signs of compensated charge.
C = N+D −N−A (4.26)
Then the source term of Poisson equation can be written as
f = q/ε (n− p+ C) . (4.27)
The spatial distribution of the doping profile processed by ion implantation or
diffusion of impurities are often modeled by Gaussian function and the epitaxial
growth by step linear function.
Carrier Mobility
One of the fundamental mechanisms affecting the carrier collisions are the vibra-
tions of atoms in a pure crystal lattice of semiconductors. The intensity of these
vibrations is proportional to the lattice temperature. Modeling of this phenomenon
by empirical relations (4.28) and (4.29) is based on the experimentally measured
values of carrier mobility at different temperatures and subsequent determination of
the temperature dependency coefficients αn and αp [6]:
µLn = µ
300
n (T/300 K)
−αn , (4.28)
µLp = µ
300
p (T/300 K)
−αp , (4.29)
where µ300n and µ
300
p is the electron mobility at 300 K and hole mobility at 300 K
respectively. Typical values of mobility and the coefficients for the crystal Si and
GaAs are given in Tab. 4.1.
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The transfer of the electrons into the higher conduction band in A3B5 semicon-
ductors as was referred in Section 2.2 is the another significant effect that results in
a change of carrier mobility. For GaAs it is possible to use the following empirical
formula [6]
µLEn =
µLn + v
L
sat(E
3/Ecrit
4)
1 + (E/Ecrit)
4 , (4.30)
where the temperature dependent electron saturation velocity is given by
vLsat =
v300sat
(1− An) + An (T/300 K) . (4.31)
The v300sat denotes the electron saturation velocity at 300 K, Ecrit is the threshold
electric field and An is the coefficient obtained by fitting experimental values of v
L
sat.
The typical values are given in Tab. 4.1.
The E in (4.30) denotes the component of electric field vector in the direction of
current flow i.e. it defines the driving force of carriers. The more appropriate is to
use the gradient of quasi-Fermi potentials because they are essentially the driving
forces according to (2.5) and (2.5), so those always points in the direction of the
flow of the corresponding current density. Hence
E = |∇φn|. (4.32)
While the diffusion components are negligibly small, as in the case of non-
degenerated semiconductor, we can apply the simplistic assumption defined in the
Section 4.1 and for the semiconductor doped bellow degeneracy limit use expression
[6]
E =
E · Jn
|Jn| , (4.33)
where E denotes the electric field vector defines as
E = −∇ψ. (4.34)
We found out that the advantage of these terms for non-degenerated semicon-
ductors is the reduction of the scheme complexity by one gradient operator, which
greatly improves the convergence of FEM solvers.
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Carrier Generation-Recombination
The reaction rate coefficient R is interpreted as the function describing the balance
of generation and recombination of electrons and holes. The dominant mechanism
of generation and recombination in semiconductors are the phonon transitions. A
theory of this effect has been established by Shockley, Read and Hall, therefore the
mechanism is termed Shockley-Read-Hall generation-recombination rate RRSH . In
the simplification of the trap energy level located in the middle of the forbidden
zone, the function has the form [6]
RRSH =
np
τp(n+ ni) + τn(p+ ni)
, (4.35)
where τn and τp are the hole life-time and hole life-time respectively. The typical
value of life-times are given in Tab. 4.1.
Generated Heat and Thermal Conductivity
The heat generation has been modeled in various ways in the literature. The
more appropriate formulation (4.36) takes into account the energy loss/gain due
to generation-recombination of carriers [6], [36].
H = ∇ ·
(
Ecrit
q
Jn +
EV
q
Jp
)
(4.36)
Here EV is the valence band energy.
For the non-degenerate material, which is an assumption which we have already
introduce in the previous simplifications, the (4.36) can be reduced to [6]
H = (Jn + Jp) E +RGREg. (4.37)
This expression of the generated heat is used in all developed models in this
work.
The thermal conductivity is in literature usually threaded in the form [6]
kT = k
300
T
(
T
300 K
)βT
, (4.38)
where the k300T denotes the thermal conductivity at 300 K and βT is the temperature
dependency coefficient. The typical coefficient values are listed in Tab. 4.1.
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Tab. 4.1: Typical values of the physical parameters and coefficients [6], [15], [36].
Si GaAs
εr [-] 11.9 12.9
µ300n [m
2V−1s−1] 0.145 0.800
µ300p [m
2V−1s−1] 0.050 0.040
αn [-] 2.2 1
αp [-] 2.2 2.1
v300sat [ms
−1] - 72× 103
Ecrit [Vm
−1] - 400× 103
An [-] - 0.56
τn [s] 0.1× 10−6 0.1× 10−6
τp [s] 0.1× 10−6 0.1× 10−6
k300T [Wm
−1K−1] 156 46
βT [-] 4/3 5/4
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4.6 PN Diode Model
The PN junction is a basic component of the semiconductor devices and its the-
ory constitutes the physics of semiconductors. Thus its accurate model is essential
for the validity of the numerical modeling of semiconductor devices. The following
sections are devoted to the analysis and simulation of PN diode by isothermal drift-
diffusion scheme implementation described in the previous sections. The reference
computations were done in the multiscale simulation software TiberCAD special-
ized on the analysis of the semiconductor devices. In order to keep the clarity of the
following text we ignored the carrier saturation velocity effect and temperature de-
pendencies in the silicon which results in the limitation of the model validity to low
magnitudes of electric field at constant temperature 300 K. Analyses were performed
for the static conditions, therefore all time derivatives are neglected.
The 1D geometry of diode is defined in the Fig. 4.1. The doping profile C consists
of the abrupt PN junction with the acceptor concentration of N−A = 10
22 m−3 and
donor concentration of N+D = 10
22 m−3 (both bellow the degeneracy limit). The
length of diode is 3.5 µm. At points x = 0 µm and x = 3.5 µm, we define the
boundary condition for ohmic contact (4.20), (4.23) and (4.24). The domain of the
diode where we compute the self-consist solution of the equations set (2.2), (4.9)
and (4.10) with dependent variables ψ, n and p is between these points. In the
Fig. 4.1 we can also find the used mesh with defined length 10−2 µm at the position
of junction at x = 1.75 µm and with the mesh length 10−1 µm elsewhere.
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Fig. 4.1: Fixed charge of ionized impurities and the mesh of the PN diode.
We use the UMFPACK solver embedded in COMSOL Multihysics which is able
to solve highly non-linear problems. However, the solver does not converges using
default settings. The mesh refinement cannot improve the convergence at all. On
the other hand, the TiberCAD embedded solver converges very fast and it takes only
the six iterations to obtain a solution. The problem seem to be in the discontinuity of
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the doping profile C which consequently defines the initial value of the electrostatic
potential ψinit in the (4.25). The evaluated ψinit on the diode domain is depicted in
the Fig. 4.2 and its gradient of in the Fig. 4.3 (both by blue solid line). The gradient
of the initial value of the electrostatic potential is the initial driving force of the
carriers, as it is clear from the Section 4.1, thus its discontinuity causing the problem
of non-convergence of the FEM solver. The detailed explanation can be found in
[38]. Usually, the application of Galerkin methods to solve the problem leads to
symmetric matrices and ”optimal” results. With ”optimal” is referred the fact that
the solution is represented by the ”best approximation” function, meaning that the
difference between the approximate and the exact solution is minimized [38]. The
situation is totally different in the presence of drift-dominated problems where, at
the same time, is desirable to preserve inter-element flux continuity and to account
for the presence of strongly varying coefficients. As a result, Galerkin methods
applied to these problems are far from ”optimal” and show spurious oscillations in
the solutions, worsening with growing convection-domination. This does not only
lead to qualitatively bad results but even violates basic physical principles [38].
As was found, two possible procedures can be applied to overcome this problem.
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Fig. 4.2: Initial values (solid lines) and solutions
(dashed line) of the electrostatic potential along
the PN diode evaluated using closed-form solu-
tion (blue) or linear representation (red) of the
initial carriers concentrations.
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Fig. 4.3: Gradient of the initial value of the elec-
trostatic potential along the PN diode.
Discontinuity Reduction
In order of reduction of the discontinuity of the initial value of electrostatic potential,
we have changed the distribution of the initial carrier concentrations from which is
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calculated by (4.25). We use the step-wise linear functions defined as:
n =
 0 x < 1.75× 10−6(N+D/1.75× 10−6)x−N−A x ≥ 1.75× 10−6
p =
 −N
−
A /(1.75× 10−6)x+N−A /(1.75× 10−6)2 x < 1.75× 10−6
0 x ≥ 1.75× 10−6
This linear distributions are depicted in the Fig. 4.4 in comparison with the closed-
form evaluations of (4.23) and (4.24). The corresponding initial values of elec-
trostatic potential evaluated using this distribution functions are depicted in the
Fig. 4.2. From Fig. 4.3, where the peaks of the gradient of electrostatic potential are
denoted by circles, it is clear that the discontinuity was significantly reduced. This
approach makes the solver to converge in the COMSOL Multiphysics and we obtain
the self-consistent solution of the basic semiconductor equations.
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Fig. 4.4: Initial distribution of the carriers concentrations using linear representation (lin) and
using closed-form solution (cf).
Artificial Diffusion
Several techniques for handling numerical instabilities of transport problem are em-
bedded in the COMSOL Multiphysics. They all have in common that they add
diffusive terms to the transport equation (4.11). Generally, a problem stabilized
with artificial diffusion is not identical to the original problem and introduces an er-
ror. We choose the compensated Petrov-Garleking method which is a member of the
stream line artificial diffusion techniques. It introduces a certain amount of artificial
diffusion in streamline direction only, so ensures that no diffusion perpendicular to
the flow direction is introduced. That is the reason why the errors introduced by the
streamline artificial diffusion are far less serious than the ones created by isotropic
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artificial diffusion techniques. The details how the Petrov-Garleking method intro-
duces artificial diffusion in the streamline direction for FEM are presented in [38].
The COMSOL Multiphysics allows us to regulate the amount of artificial diffu-
sion by tuning coefficient δSD. To maintain accuracy, it is desirable to use minimum
values of this coefficient, which still ensures the convergence of FEM solvers. We
found that for this particular case is the ideal value of the coefficient δSD = 0.2 .
Using this technique we can obtain the self-consistent solution of the basic semicon-
ductor equations.
Solutions and Discussion
The previous paragraphs deals with two approaches which allow us to compute the
solution of the basic semiconductor equations above the domain of the given PN
diode with abrupt junction. The solutions of the build-in potential in the thermal
equilibrium are depicted in the Fig. 4.2. The red dashed line represents the solution
obtained by using the piecewise linear representation of initial carriers concentrations
and the blue dashed line is the solution obtained by using the artificial diffusion
technique. It is clear that the solutions are exactly the same. In order to obtain the
solutions at certain bias voltage ψa we need to use parametric solver and perform the
multiple computations with lightly increasing bias voltage from zero to desired value
of ψa. The bias increment should be sufficiently small to achieve a good convergence
of the solvers i.e. the solutions between bias steps should differ only slightly.
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Fig. 4.5: Solution of the electron quasi-Fermi
potential (red) and hole quasi-Fermi potential
(blue) for bias 2 V.
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Fig. 4.6: Solution of the electron concentration
(red) and hole concentration (blue) for bias 2 V.
The given PN diode was analyzed using the TiberCAD software with identical
doping profile and the mesh density as in the COMSOL Multiphysics. The solutions
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of the TiberCAD and the COMSOL Multiphysics for the bias voltage 2 V are pre-
sented and compared in the Fig. 4.5, where the solution of the electron quasi-Fermi
potential (red) and hole quasi-Fermi potential (blue) is depicted The abbreviation
”ad” stands for the use of the artificial diffusion technique and the ”lin” stands for
the use of the piecewise linear representation of initial distribution of carriers con-
centrations. Obviously, all the solutions are exactly the same. The Fig. 4.6 presents
the solution of the electron (red) and hole (blue) concentration along the diode.
Here only the ”lin” solution gives slightly different values than other solutions. This
discrepancy is negligible to the order of the concentrations values. The identical
solutions of the dependent variables of basic semiconductor equations indicates the
correct implementation of the drift-diffusion scheme. All other quantities as the
currents, generated heat etc. are computed using those dependent variables so their
validity is determined by them.
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Fig. 4.7: Current density characteristic, linear
scale.
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Fig. 4.8: Current density characteristic, semilog-
arithmic scale.
For the practical characterization of semiconductor devices is appropriate to use
the terminal current characteristics which can be directly measured in real unlike
the other quantities. The total current density at the ohmic contact is given by
the integration of the normal component of the electron charge flux and the normal
component of the hole charge flux. The resulting current density characteristic is
depicted in the Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 by the green line with the abbreviation ”ad, nf”
which stands for the solution using artificial diffusion and the normal flux integration
to obtain the total current density. The reference solution obtained by computation
in TiberCAD is depicted by black line. The Fig. 4.7 represents the current density
characteristics in the linear scale in order of clear comparison of the currents in the
resistive mode of diode i.e. above diffusion barrier potential. Fig. 4.8 shows the
same characteristics in semi-logarithmic scale where we can compare the currents in
the recombination mode of the diode i.e. below the diffusion barrier. Clearly, the
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solutions are in very good agreement in the recombination mode and there is slight
difference at very low current densities below 10−2 Am−2. On the other hand, there
is significant disagreement in the resistive mode. The explanation of this behavior is
given directly in the COSMSOL documentation [33] where the use of the predefined
integration variables represented by Lagrange multipliers is recommended to obtain
an accurate value of the flux integrals. The solution using the Langrange multipliers
is marked by the abbreviation ”Lm” in two versions ”ad” and ”lin” denoting the
use of particular method for convergence enhancement. Clearly, the current density
characteristics computed using Lagrange multipliers are in the excellent agreement
with the TiberCAD results in the recombination and resistive mode up to bias about
2 V. At the higher bias the velocity saturation effects (which have been intentionally
neglected) starts to be significant and the models do not match each other. The
the saturation velocity effect in the silicon was not implemented in order to keep
the clarity of the text. We are dealing with this phenomenon in case of the GaAs
semiconductors in the following section devoted to the Gunn diode.
4.7 Gunn Diode Model
As was discussed in the Section 2.2, one of the promising effect that leads to NDC
behavior in bulk material is the transfer of hot electrons in high electric fields be-
tween conduction band valleys well known as the Gunn effect. Currently, the diodes
exploiting this effect are essential in the high frequency design of power active com-
ponents. The development of the Gunn diode model is the first necessary step in
complex design of the traveling wave amplifiers.
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Fig. 4.9: Doping profile and the mesh of the Gunn diode model.
The 1D geometry of Gunn diode is depicted in the Fig. 4.9. The doping profile
C consists of the n-type GaAs semiconductor with donor concentration of N+D =
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1023 m−3 in the support region in the length interval x = 0÷8µm. The active region
of the diode is located in the 2µm thin area in the length interval x = 8 ÷ 10µm
with donor concentration of N+D = 10
21 m−3. At points x = 0µm and x = 10µm
the boundary condition for ohmic contact (4.20), (4.23) and (4.24) are defined. The
domain of the diode where we compute the self-consist solution of the equations set
(2.2), (4.9) and (4.10) with dependent variables ψ, n and p is between these points.
The Gunn effect is included by macroscopic model of the field dependent electron
mobility (4.30). In the Fig. 4.9 the mesh of the diode is visualized. The optimal
mesh length was determined (considering the FEM solvers convergence) to the value
0.5µm along whole diode except at the discontinuity in donor concentration with
coordinate x = 8µm where the mesh length is set to the value 10−3 µm. For solving
of the described system, we used the UMFPACK solver and the convergence is
enhanced by applying the artificial diffusion technique. We found that for this
particular case the ideal value of the tuning coefficient is δSD = 0.4 . Model contains
all temperature depended parameters defined in previous sections and analyses were
performed neglecting the time derivatives.
Heat Sink Design
The Gunn diode, as a typical member of the microwave power devices, is the object of
the thermal analysis and the design of the efficient heat sink. The thermal dissipation
and temperature dependency of material parameters are extremely significant in
design of such device. For this purpose, we have to include the heat flow equation
(4.15) in the system of basic semiconductor equations. The boundary conditions for
the heat flow equation, that were omitted in the Section 4.4, are presented by the
Neumann boundary condition in the form
−n · (kT∇T ) = htc(TE − T ), (4.39)
where the htc is the heat transfer coefficient which defines the heat throughput of
the boundary while exists the difference between device temperature T and external
temperature TE. The effect of the heat-sink can be completely included in the model
by the non-zero value of the htc and the thermal isolation boundary by zero value
of the htc. In our model the boundary at x = 0µm is assumed to be thermally
isolated and the boundary at x = 10µm is assumed to be the heat-sink interface.
For the purpose of the device design it is suitable to derive the value of the htc
for the required working temperature of a device TR. Consequently, the obtained htc
will be used for the heat-sink design which can be threaded separately of the semi-
conductor device analysis, which introduce significant simplification in the modeling
procedure. We have introduced the following approach.
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Considering the domain heat flow equation (4.15) and the boundary condition
(4.39) we can express the heat balance by formula
−∇ · (kT∇TR) = H + htc (TE − TR) δ, (4.40)
where the generated heat H is defined on the whole diode domain Ω and the multi-
plication by the Dirac delta function δ expresses that the term is defined only on the
boundary ∂Ω. If the semiconductor device dimensions are very small, so the finite
thermal conductivity has no significant influence on the temperature distribution,
the gradient operator on the left side of (4.40) can be assumed to be zero. Then, we
can simply express the htc coefficient by integration over whole domain Ω.
htc =
∫
Ω
H dΩ/(TR − TE) (4.41)
Here the integral of the generated heat represents the total dissipated power.
The H is the product of the temperature depended current densities thus it value is
consequently dependent on htc. That means the (4.41) represents the transcendent
equation which can be solved iteratively as follows.
1. Firstly we have to compute solution for the required bias voltage by multiple
computation run using parametric solver with increasing parameter ψa and
using initial estimated value of htc.
2. Then we compute the integral of the generated heat H over diode domain and
evaluate the htc by (4.41) for the given external temperature TE and required
device temperature TR.
3. Obtained value of htc is set to the boundary condition (4.39) where the heat-
sink is assumed.
4. Then, we return to the point 1. and repeat the procedure sequence until the
difference between required and computed temperature of the device remains
constant, i.e.
(TR − T ) = err = const. (4.42)
Here err denotes the error introduced by neglecting the influence of the finite
thermal conductivity in (4.41).
In our model of the Gunn diode the only 3 repetitions of the described sequence
lead to the satisfy condition (4.42). We found that the error introduced in (4.41) is
err = −0.8 K. The characteristics of the evaluated htc by our procedure for ψa = 2 V
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Fig. 4.10: Evaluated heat transfer coefficient for the various required device temperatures in com-
parison with device temperature obtained by simulation for ψa = 2 V and and TE = 300 K.
and TE = 300 K in the range of required temperatures 300 ÷ 550 K together with
the obtained device temperature characteristic are depicted in the Fig. 4.10. There
are no significant differences between both characteristic.
The design of the heat-sink can be made only with the knowledge of the required
htc at the diode boundary. In the literature we can found a number of the procedures
for the construction of sufficient heat-sink e.g. [39]. The authors dealt with the
quantity thermal resistance of the heat-sink RT which corresponds to the 1/htc. It
is important to note that we are dealing with the reduced space to 1D problem thus
all quantity units are reduced by measure unit m2. Then for the real 3D transversally
homogeneous diode with transversal cross-section area SC can be written as
RT = 1/(htc SC). (4.43)
For the design of the flat panel heat-sink we can use the following empirical
formula for the heat-sink surface area SHS in cm
2 [39].
SHS =
650 c
RT − 3.3 c0.25/
√
kT th
(4.44)
Here c [-] is the correction coefficient for the heat-sink orientation and surface
quality, kT [Wcm
−1K−1] is the thermal conductivity of the used material and th
[mm] is the thickness of the panel.
In order to validate the presented approach for thermal balance calculations
and heat-sink design, we performed the following illustrative example design for the
given Gunn diode model with required device temperature TR = 350 K, external
temperature TE = 300 K at bias ψa = 2 V. The stepwise description of calculation
the procedure follows.
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• For the chosen TR = 350 K we solve the equation (4.41) by proposed iterative
procedure. The result is the value of the required heat transfer coefficient
of the heat-sink htc = 5.74 × 105 WK−1m−2. We are able to determine the
required value of htc from the Fig. 4.10 as well.
• While the model is threaded in 1D with assumption of the transversal ho-
mogeneity (the boundary effects are ignored), we choose circular diode cross-
section with radius 5 × 10−5 m, so the diode consists of a cylinder. Now by
evaluating of the equation (4.43) we obtain the thermal resistance of the de-
sired heat-sink RT = 221.82 K W
−1.
• We choose the circular panel made of cooper with thermal conductivity kT =
4 Wcm−1K−1 and th = 0.5 mm as the heat-sink material. The chosen correc-
tion coefficient c = 1 corresponds to the horizontal orientation and the glossy
surface of the panel [39].
• Now we evaluate the required surface of the heat-sink by (4.44). Obtained
value is SHS = 2.96 cm
2 which for given th results in heat-sink radius of value
9.71 mm.
• In the COMSOL Multiphysics we create the 3D model of the cylindrical diode
and heat-sink with dimensions given above. The profiles of the generated heat
H and thermal conductivity kT we imported and extended in the domain of
3D diode from the solution of 1D model analysis at bias ψa = 2 V. All external
boundaries of the diode were set as thermal isolation (htc = 0). The external
boundaries of the heat-sink domain represent the interface between cooper and
the air, so the appropriate value of the htc should be used at those boundaries
to include the heat dissipation to the free space. In the literature, e. g.[33],
[40] we can find that value of heat transfer coefficient of metal-air interface
without convection is in the range 5÷ 10 WK−1m−2.
By solving (4.15) we found that the peak temperature, located at the diode
domain, reaches the values T = 377 ÷ 341 K corresponding to the used htc =
5 ÷ 10 WK−1m−2 at the cooper-air interface. Fig. 4.11 shows the temperature dis-
tribution for htc = 8 WK−1m−2 presented in the slice across the diode together with
the arrows of heat-flux vector. The peak device temperature is T = 350.4 K which
is in the excellent agreement with the required temperature TR = 350.0 K.
We can conclude that this procedure is suitable for the design of the heat-sinks
of semiconductor components corresponding to the real heat dissipation conditions.
The value of heat transfer coefficient of the cooper-air interface (without convection)
for the modeling purposes were determined to be htc = 8 WK−1m−2.
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Fig. 4.11: Distribution of the temperature in a slice across the diode and heat-sink with the arrows
of heat-flux vector. The heat-sink domain is restricted from the sides to fit the figure.
Solutions and Discussion
The previous paragraphs deal with the diode description and the efficient heat-sink
design procedure. In the following, the diode terminal current characteristics and
temperature characteristic are presented and discussed. The drift velocity saturation
in GaAs semiconductor threaded in the Section 4.5 is the consequence of the Gunn
effect which causes the NDC behavior in the bulk semiconductor. This effect can
be observed as negative slope of the diode I-V characteristic. We have made the
computations of the anode current density and device temperature of the given 1D
Gunn diode model in the bias range ψa = 0 ÷ 2 V. We used three different heat
dissipation conditions represented by three values of heat transfer coefficient at the
boundary where the heat-sink is assumed. As a result we obtain the knowledge
about the diode behavior under different thermal conditions and the influence of
the heat-sink efficiency.
Fig. 4.12 shows I-V characteristics and in the Fig. 4.13 corresponding T-V char-
acteristics of the Gunn diode. Since we used temperature depended parameters of
the semiconductor material, we can observe the current reduction at higher tem-
peratures and the shape variation of the I-V characteristic. The negative slope of
the I-V characteristic is evident at bias ψa = 0.65 V and higher. Fig. 4.14 shows the
differential conductivity of the diode, evaluated as the derivative of the I-V charac-
teristic with respect to the bias voltage where these effect are more evident. It is
also evident that the peak value of the negative conductivity occurs at ψa = 1.05 V
and slightly shifts the value ψa = 1.10 V at high temperatures above 500 K. It is
appropriate to validate these results by comparison with reference computations in
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Fig. 4.12: Computed current density character-
istic (I-V) of the Gunn diode at various heat dis-
sipation conditions.
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Fig. 4.13: Computed thermal characteristic (T-
V) of the Gunn diode at various heat dissipation
conditions.
TiberCAD, but the authors does not yet implemented velocity saturation effect for
the A3B5 semiconductors, so we cannot perform such comparison.
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Fig. 4.14: Computed differential conductivity characteristic of the Gunn diode at various heat
dissipation conditions.
4.8 Summary
The original implementation of the thermodynamic drift-diffusion scheme for the
modeling of the semiconductor devices in the commercial general purpose software
COMSOL Multiphysics was developed in the presented chapter.
Scheme equations have been compiled regarding to trade-off between complexity
and accuracy. We significantly reduce the scheme complexity to account of the
scheme accuracy by using of the electrostatic potentials instead of the quasi-Fermi
potentials as the drift driving force. However, if the doping concentrations do not
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exceed the degeneracy limit, the scheme accuracy should not be significantly affected
[6]. Moreover, the unique stabilization technique based on modification of the initial
values of scheme variables was developed.
The validity and accuracy of the scheme implementation was successfully veri-
fied by calculation of the PN junction diode. The results were compared with the
calculations using the specialized software TiberCAD and we found that they are in
good agreement.
Furthermore, we have developed the model of the Gunn diode using the macro-
scopic approximation of the electron mobility in the high intensity electric fields.
The Joule heating was studied and the new iterative procedure for the determina-
tion of the heat transfer coefficient corresponding to required device temperature
was developed. The procedure was verified by heat-sink design by commonly used
method [39] and simulations of complete geometry of diode with heat-sink in COM-
SOL Multiphysics. The calculated device temperature was in good agreement with
the required temperature.
The presented achievements were published in the international conference on
Microwaves, Radar and Wireless Communications [41] and in the journal Radio-
engineering [42] with impact factor 0.312.
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5 MODELING OF ACTIVE TRAVELING WAVE
DEVICES
In the previous chapters we have developed the simulation environment for the static
analysis of the semiconductor structures at device level using commercial software
COMSOL Multiphysics. In the following chapters we concentrate on the expansion
of this environment by the ability of the wave propagation simulations in the BNDC
based devices in frequency-domain.
While we require the simulation at device level, that means the models must
include whole device, we are facing to the new problem, because the majority of the
published works are dealing with the modeling of the semiconductors at microscopic
level. The analysis at device level represents the problem which is too large and
complex to be solved by achievable computing resources as was referred in [32].
Our goal is the use of the macroscopic approximations of the electron physics in
development of the simulation procedure which can be efficiently used in the design
and analysis of the active semiconductor devices at microwave frequencies.
The typical semiconductor wave-guiding structure in the microwave integrated
circuits is the Si-SiO2 planar system presented in the Section 2.4. At the microwave
frequencies the semiconductors can be threaded as the dielectric medium containing
the free charge carriers [30], [31]. That follows, the conclusion made in case of one
kind of semiconductor can be applicable, with respect to specific material properties,
to the different semiconductors. Therefore we can generalize the existence of spe-
cific modes in Si-SiO2 system (see Fig. 2.5) to any semiconductor-dielectric planar
structure.
The modeling procedure, that we are going to develop, should be sufficiently ac-
curate and computationally efficient. Therefore we have to review the propagation
mechanism of all modes in semiconductor-dielectric planar structure. The skin-
effect mode and dielectric mode are the consequence of the extreme conductivity
values of a semiconductor. Considering the frequencies above 1 GHz in the Fig. 2.5
it is clear that the dielectric mode propagation dominates at very low values of the
conductivity (low doping concentrations). On the other hand the skin-effect mode
propagation dominates at very high values of the conductivity (high doping concen-
trations). A closer description of modes is included in the Section 2.4. That follows
the both propagation mechanism can be sufficiently described just by formulation
of electromagnetic wave propagation in the medium containing lossy dielectric and
conductors. While the conductivity (doping concentration) is moderate the guided
waves inside the semiconductor and surface waves at the semiconductor-insulator
interface modulate the carrier density and the space-charge wave, with the drift
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velocity of charge carriers, will be excited and coupled to the propagating electro-
magnetic wave. The guided space-charge waves inside the bulk semiconductor are
normally highly attenuated [43] due to conductive current losses. On the other
hand, the surface space-charge waves have considerably smaller attenuation than
is expected from the conductivity value due to power exchange between two layers
of semiconductor-insulator system with the movement of charge at the interface
[30]. Also the propagation velocity slows down owing to the energy transfer across
the interface. The modeling of such mechanism is rather complex and involves the
self-consistent formulation of coupled charge carrier transport and electromagnetic
phenomena resulting to an extreme computation demands referred in [32]. By re-
striction to media where only the dielectric mode or the skin-effect mode can be
excited the problem formulation can be much simpler.
To conclude, if we consider the requirements for efficient analysis, the device
should be designed to operate dominantly with the dielectric mode, which results in
the low conductivity values of the semiconductor substrate. Using the Fig. 2.5 we
can estimate the dielectric mode propagation dominance.
5.1 Gunn Effect
Since only electrons are included in the mechanism of Gunn effect, we assume only
donor doped semiconductors in the further investigations, so N−A = 0. The idealistic
sketch of the electromagnetic wave propagating through the GaAs sample biased
by external voltage source through the ohmic contact is depicted in the Fig. 5.1.
Assume that the amplitude of the propagating electromagnetic wave superposed on
the magnitude of the biasing electrostatic field can not cause the carrier movement
at relativistic speeds due to saturation velocity of carriers, which is several orders of
magnitude lower than speed of light. Then, the electric components exerts a much
greater force on the particle than the magnetic component [44], thus we deal only
with the electric components of the field in further text. Then, we can identify the
amplitude of the electric component of the propagating electromagnetic field Ep and
the electric component of the biasing electrostatic field E0 in the Fig. 5.1. While
the bias anode voltage Va causes the sufficient electrostatic field E0 the electrons are
transferred in to higher conducting valley and the GaAs sample behaves as BNDC
medium.
Because the Gunn effect is essential mechanism of the BNDC based device, we
should revise the formulation presented in the Section 4.5. The formula (4.30) is
well know in the literature ([6], [26], [36].
The Gunn effect can be formulated using the two-valley model of GaAs (see
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Fig. 5.1: Illustrative sketch of wave propagation in the biased GaAs sample.
Fig. 2.2). If the electric field is low, practically all electrons are in the lowest mini-
mum of the conduction band and the electron drift velocity v1 is given by [45]
v1 = µ
L
n E0. (5.1)
In the higher electric field electrons are ”heated” by the field and some carriers
may have enough energy to transfer into upper valleys where the electron velocity
v2 can be assumed to have the saturated drift velocity vsat [45].
v2 ' vsat (5.2)
Then the drift component of the current density is given by [45]
Jn = qn1(E0)v1 + qn2(E0)v2, (5.3)
where n1 is the electron concentration in the lowest valley and n2 is the electron
concentration in the upper valley and must be met relation [45]
n1 + n2 = N
+
D . (5.4)
The equation (5.3) can be rewritten as [45]
Jn = qN
+
Dv
LE, (5.5)
where
vLE ' µ
L
nE0n1(E0) + vsatn2(E0)
N+D
. (5.6)
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In [45] were used the accurate Monte Carlo calculations to show that the fraction
of electrons in upper valley p = n2/N
+
D is given by
p = A
(E0/Ecrit)
g
1 + (E0/Ecrit)
g , (5.7)
where
vLsat = (0.6 + 0.6µ
L
n − 0.2µLn2)105, (5.8)
Ecrit = v
L
sat/µ
L
n , (5.9)
A = 0.6
(
e10(µ
L
n−0.2) + e−35(µ
L
n−0.2) + 0.01
)
, (5.10)
g = 4
(
1 +
320
sinh(40µLn)
)
. (5.11)
Now the equation (5.6) can be rewritten as
vLE = vLsat
(
1 +
E0/Ecrit − 1
1 + A(E0/Ecrit)g
)
. (5.12)
Comparisons with the results of the Monte Carlo calculations in [45] show that
such approximation is accurate within 10%. So let compare this approximation
(5.12) with the approximation computed using widely used mobility expression
(4.30). Fig. 5.2 shows comparison at 300 K (blue line) and at 350 K (red line) to
illustrate the temperature dependence. Clearly, the approximations are quite differ-
ent in the peak-valley ratio. This diffrence vary with the temperature, so the there
is also a small disagreement in the teparature depency of the approximations (using
(4.28) ). We can find good agreement only at low-field region without any velocity
saturation effect. Regarding to the reference of approximation accuracy in [45] we
consider the expression (5.12) more credible than (4.30).
For the purpose of the device modeling by thermodynamic drift-diffusion scheme
presented in the Section 4 the static field-dependent electron mobility µLEn is more
appropriate to use. We can evaluate the µLEn by
µLEn =
vLE
E0
. (5.13)
In the case of the high-frequency modeling of the BNDC devices, the free carriers
are driven by total field E = Ep+E0. From the Fig. 5.2 we can read that the required
electrostatic field magnitude to achieve negative slope of the E-v characteristic is
about 4 × 105 Vm−1. Thus we can consider |Ep|  |E0| which allows us the use of
the small-signal analysis technique which is common to approximate the behavior
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Fig. 5.2: Electron velocity characteristics of the bulk GaAs at different temperatures.
of nonlinear devices with linear equations. For the particular bias electrostatic field
E0 we can obtain the differential electron mobility µ
D
n by following expression.
µDn =
dvLE
dE0
(5.14)
By substituting expression (5.12) into (5.14) and evaluation of the derivative we
obtain
µDn = v
L
sat
(
1
Ecrit (A(E0/Ecrit)g + 1)
− Ag (E0/Ecrit)
g−1 (E0/Ecrit − 1)
Ecrit (A(E0/Ecrit)g + 1)
2
)
.(5.15)
This expression is the temperature, doping concentration and bias electric field
dependent, so it can be evaluated for various heat generating GaAs structures. We
can also derive the differential electron mobility using (4.30). By evaluation of the
derivative (5.14) we obtain a following formula.
µDn =
Ecrit
4
(
4vLsatE0
3 − 3µLnE04 + µLnEcrit4
)
(E04 + Ecrit4)
2 (5.16)
It should be noted that the electric field magnitude in (4.30), (5.12) and (5.15),
(5.16) must be a component of electric field vector E in the direction of the current
flow, so we have to calculate E0 using (4.33). Thus the field dependent electron
mobility and also the differential electron mobility have to be expressed as the
uniaxial tensor µˆLEn and µˆ
D
n respectively to describe anisotropy of the Gunn effect.
The components of µˆLEn are given by evaluating of (5.13) (using (4.30) or (5.12) ) and
the components of µˆDn are given by evaluating of (5.15) or (5.16) using components
of electric field vector (4.33) as follows.
µˆLEn =

µLEn (E0x)
µLEn (E0y)
µLEn (E0z)
 (5.17)
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µˆDn =

µDn (E0x)
µDn (E0y)
µDn (E0z)
 (5.18)
The comparison of the evaluated field dependent mobility characteristic is de-
picted in the Fig. 5.3 and the comparison of evaluated differential mobility chara-
cteristic is depicted in the Fig. 5.4. The consequence of the disagreement in the
electron saturation velocity in Fig. 5.2 or the equivalently the field-dependent mo-
bility in Fig. 5.3 are clearly visible as various magnitude of the negative differential
mobility in Fig. 5.4.
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Fig. 5.3: Static field dependent electron mobility
in the bulk GaAs.
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Fig. 5.4: Differential electron mobility in the
bulk GaAs.
At high frequencies the velocity and diffusion of electrons do not instantaneously
follow the variations of the electric field Ep of the propagating wave. Therefore, the
differential mobility becomes frequency dependent. The precise Monte Carlo calcu-
lations of the microwave properties of the Gunn effect were published in [46]. Based
on this results we formulate the frequency and temperature dependent correction
term of the equation (5.15) consisting of the sum of two Gauss distribution func-
tions with coefficients given by polynomials of first and second order. The novel
expression of the frequency dependent differential mobility µDFn is
µDFn = µ
D
n +
a1
T
e
−
(
E0−b1
c1
)2
+
a2
T
e
−
(
E0−b2
c2
)2
, (5.19)
where
a1 = −1.265× 10−21f 2 + 9.015× 10−10f + 9.093× 10−15,
b1 = −8.001× 10−8f + 4.229× 105, (5.20)
c1 = 2.514× 10−7f + 1112× 102
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and
a2 = 0.827 a1,
b2 = 1.191 b1, (5.21)
c2 = 1.833 c1.
The tensor expressing the anisotropy character is formulated as follows.
µˆDFn =

µDFn (E0x)
µDFn (E0y)
µDFn (E0z)
 (5.22)
The evaluated characteristic of the µDFn is depicted in the Fig. 5.5 for the various
frequencies and temperatures. The crosses denote the numerical results taken from
[46]. We can see the very good agreement of the approximation (5.19) and com-
puted characteristics at dc and 35 GHz. The approximation is not good at 140 GHz.
However the characteristic at frequencies of significant negative mobility are approx-
imated well, so we can consider this approximation as very good. The temperature
dependency was assumed to be the same as (4.28).
Fig. 5.5: Frequency and temperature dependent differential mobility characteristics.
5.2 Device Stability
Its is well known that the moving space-charge instabilities (Gunn domains) can be
formed in the sample of bulk GaAs semiconductor in the high intensity electric field
causing the short current pulses at terminals with frequency given by transit time
between the device terminals. This oscillation is highly undesirable for the purpose
of the stable amplification regime, so we have to investigate the condition of the
device stability to overcome such self-oscillation behavior.
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Fig. 5.6: Equivalent circuit of the homogeneous bulk GaAs sample.
The uniformly donor doped GaAs semiconductor biased by external voltage
source can be represented as the equivalent R-C circuit (see Fig. 5.6). Then, the
characteristic time of the domain formation can be evaluated by the effective circuit
charging time τc. Let consider the GaAs sample with length L and the cross-section
area S. If the electrostatic field magnitude E0 inside the sample is slightly below
the critical value Ecrit, the sample is stable. If any discontinuity of the electron
concentration occurred the local electric field (proportional to the gradient of the
carriers concentration) can exceed the value Ecrit and the Gunn domain starts to
form and propagate by electron drift velocity. The growing domain has shape of the
short pulse, so we can apply the small signal approximation of the electron mobility,
the differential mobility µDn , in the evaluation of the sample conductivity.
σ = qn|µDn | (5.23)
While we consider that all donors are ionized, we can assume n = N+D and the
elements of the equivalent circuit are given by following expressions.
R =
L
σS
=
L
qN+D |µDn |S
(5.24)
C =
εrε0S
L
(5.25)
The Gunn domain formation time is equal to the characteristic charging time τc
(so-called Maxwell relaxation time).
τc = RC =
εrε0
qN+D |µDn |
(5.26)
Since the high-field domain stops to grove and is stabilized, we can assume that
the velocity of the domain is equal to the saturated velocity of electrons, so the
characteristic domain transit time trough the sample is given by following formula.
τtr =
L
vsat
(5.27)
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If domain formation time τc is greater than the domain transit time τtr, the
domain does not have enough time to develop and the sample is stable. So we can
write the following stability condition.
LN+D <
εrε0vsat
q|µDn |
(5.28)
This condition is in the literature well known in the evaluated form. Using the
typical values of GaAs material, i.e. εr = 12.9, v
L
sat given by equation (5.8) using
µLn = 0.8 and the value of the differential electron mobility at high electric field
which is in [45] estimated to µDn = 0.07, the equation (5.27) can be evaluated as
follows.
LN+D < 0.97× 1015 ' 1× 1015 (5.29)
This value of the product of the length and doping concentration of the device is
in the agreement with the condition criterion published e.g. in [3] where the value
(1÷ 2)× 1015 is presented.
The more appropriate is the evaluation of the stability criterion considering the
grooving domain velocity equal to velocity of electrons vLE(E0) using (5.12) and
the differential electron mobility µDn (E0) using (5.15). The result is depicted in the
Fig. 5.7, where the dependency of the product LN+D on the electric field magnitude
inside the stable GaAs sample is presented. Such electric field magnitude should be
the value at the grooving domain to describe its behavior correctly.
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Fig. 5.7: Dependency of the product LN+D on the electric field magnitude and temperature inside
the stable GaAs sample.
5.3 Simulation Procedure
In this section we are focused on the simulation procedure of the electromagnetic
wave propagation in the active GaAs medium exhibiting by BNDC. To guarantee the
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validity and accuracy of the simulations we have formulated the following procedure
restriction based upon conclusions of the previous sections.
• The use of the low doped semiconductors
– below degeneracy limit to guarantee the accuracy of the drift-diffusion
computations.
– to achieve the low value of the conductivity to depress the slow-wave
mode propagation.
• The use of the small signal approximation of the medium properties.
• The satisfaction of the stability criterion to avoid the self-oscillation behavior
of the device.
The computations of the real device should be performed in the 3D representation
to include the influence of the complex device geometry. However the drift-diffusion
computations of the large domains have an extreme computational demands due to
requirement of the dense mesh at the junctions and other discontinuities of the dop-
ing concentration. The required length of the mesh elements at such discontinuities
is 10−8 ÷ 10−9 m (see the mesh density at Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.9) while the typical
millimeter wave device dimensions are in order of 10−2 ÷ 10−3 m. Then, results is
the 105 ÷ 107 of mesh elements along the discontinuities which require an extreme
amount of the memory. We can exploit the longitudinal homogeneity of millimeter-
wave structures as in case of the transmission lines, waveguides or the section of the
fire end antennas. Then, the computation of the carrier concentration distribution
can be performed using the reduced geometry of the device to 2D cross-section and
then the solution extruded in the direction of the homogeneity.
The developed simulation procedure is depicted in the Fig. 5.8. The following
paragraphs describe each step which corresponds to the each box section in the
Fig. 5.8.
We start with the static analysis of the carrier distribution inside the device under
bias voltage by thermodynamic drift-diffusion scheme described in the Section 4 and
demonstrated in the Section 4.7. The problem of the computation convergence of the
complex geometry is more problematic using thermodynamic drift-diffusion scheme.
The fast convergence was obtained by dividing the drift-diffusion computations in
two steps. Firstly, the isothermal computation of solution in the thermal equilibrium
and secondly the thermodynamic computation for the particular bias voltage.
The computation by isothermal drift-diffusion scheme uses physical parameters
values at 300 K. The device is specified by the 2D geometry and the doping profile
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C. The initial values of carrier concentrations ninit and pinit and the initial value of
the build-in potential ψinit are given by the equations (4.23),(4.24) and (4.25). Since
we need to obtain the solution of the thermal equilibrium the bias voltage is Va = 0.
Using the UMFPACK static solver and by applying the stabilization techniques
described in the Section 4.6 we obtain the solution of the dependent variables n, p
and ψ in the thermal equilibrium.
Fig. 5.8: Simulation procedure flowchart.
Then, we perform the static analysis by the thermodynamic drift-diffusion scheme.
As initial values of n, p and ψ we use the solutions from the previous isothermal
analysis at Va = 0. The heat transfer coefficient have to be included in the model at
the boundaries of the thermal exchange together with the apriory information about
initial temperature of the device T init and external temperature of the ambient TE).
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We set those temperatures to the value 300 K. The analysis is performed in the loop
with a little increasing anode voltage Va up to desired bias. This keep the good
convergence of the FEM solvers.
The result is the electric potential, carriers concentrations and temperature dis-
tribution inside the analyzed device. Now we can perform the modal calculations
to obtain the electric field distribution and the propagation constant of the propa-
gation electromagnetic wave at given frequency. The SPOOLES proved to be the
most effective eigenvalue solver for this purpose.
Finally we can use the modal field solution as excitation field in the complete
3D model of the device. Since we assumed the homogeneity in one direction, we
can extrude the solution of the thermodynamic drift-diffusion analysis inside the
device. Using the harmonic solver computations we can obtain the results of the
scattering parameters, the radiation properties and so on. However, no calculations
of 3D model using this procedure were done because of the software implementation
error in COMSOL Multiphysic. We receive incorrect solutions using the modal field
of previous 2D analysis as port excitation field. This software malfunction were
reported and investigated as ”case 396327” by COMSOL, Inc. We received the
answer that confirmed the bug and the RF module will be revised in some future
version. Therefore this part of computation procedure is colored in gray.
5.4 Experiment
We introduce this chapter by description of the three basic modes which can propa-
gate in the semiconductor-dielectric structure. In order of the problem formulation
simplicity we make an assumption that only the dielectric mode is dominant inside
the semiconductor structure while the slow-wave and skin-effect modes are sup-
pressed. This relations should be guaranteed by using the low-doped semiconduc-
tors with reference to results in [30] formulated for Si-SiO2 planar system. However
we should prove the existence of such modes in the different structures than the
planar Si-SiO2 system to generalize the conclusions made in [30]. For this purpose
we made a simple experiment based on the measurement of the transmission of the
open semiconductor rectangular waveguide.
We exploit the measurement setup presented in [7] and [8]. It consists of the
two terminating metallic waveguides of WR-42 type with cross-section dimensions
10.668× 4.318 mm2 and working frequency 17.6÷ 26.7 GHz. The open semiconduc-
tor waveguide was designed to be operated with the fundamental mode (dielectric
mode with reference to Fig. 2.5) according to design recommendations in [10]. The
rod cross-section dimensions are 2.15 × 4.30 mm2 and the total length is 94 mm.
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The coupling between standard metallic waveguides and the dielectric one is pro-
vided by section of dielectric waveguide tapered in E - plane and inserted inside the
metallic one. The sufficient length of the tapered section was determined to be one
wavelength of the working frequency. The longer tapered section results in the very
acute angle of the tapering which complicates the fabrication and the benefits are
negligible. For the lower end of the WR-42 working frequency band the length of the
tapered section is 17 mm. The rod dimmensions and measurement setup is depicted
in the Fig. 5.9 (also see. Fig. 2.1).
Fig. 5.9: Measurement setup and dimensions of the experiment.
As the material of the dielectric waveguides, we chose the silicon doped by phos-
phorus (Si:P; n-type) at concentrations to cover the various values of the conduc-
tivity according to the values in Fig. 2.5. We failed to get the low doped material,
because, due to its atypical nature, is not commonly used in industry. Regarding
to conclusions regarded to semi-insulating semiconductors in [7], [8], [10] and [30]
we can obtain a similar results using either the microwave laminates or the semi-
insulation semiconductors. The AR1000 laminate was chosen because its relative
permittivity value is close to the value of the silicon. In the following Tab. 5.1, we
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present the material parameters of four sets that we use in the experiment. Fig. 5.10
shows a set of fabricated silicon waveguides.
Fig. 5.10: Set of the fabricated Si:P waveguides.
The silicon samples were fabricated in the collaboration with the Institute of
Physics of Charles University, Division of Semiconductors and Semiconductor Op-
toelectronics. We made four pieces of rod from each Si wafer (B÷D) to maintain
the multiple measurements and thus reduce the influence of the manufacturing tol-
erances. The Si:P wafers were cut by diamond wire into rods and then polished
with grinding emulsion in order to obtain very accurate dimensions and smoothness
of the surface. The tapering sections were made by the same procedure. The accu-
racy ±5µm of the rod cross-section dimensions are guaranteed by such fabrication
process. The native oxide SiO2 is assumed to be grown on the surfaces by the ex-
position of the samples to the atmospheric oxygen. A small gap remains between
the metallic and dielectric waveguide at the top area, see the detail I. in the Fig 5.9.
The bottom areas are in close contact, see the detail II. in the Fig 5.9. The small
gap is approximately 18µm wide and prevents the surface wave to be completely
attenuated by the conductive wall of the metal waveguide.
In case of the rod made of AR1000 (sample A) the fabrication were made by
convectional cutting and edging with tolerance of the cross-section dimensions ap-
proximately ±50µm.
The other dimensions from the Fig 5.9 were not precisely measured and their to-
lerances are unknown, however transmission parameters of the dielectric rod waveg-
uides are very insensitive on the dimensions accuracy [3], [10].
Fig. 5.9 shows the conductivity-frequency regions covered by experiment with
the mode domains (gray areas) identified in the Si-SiO2 system [30]. The expected
results of the transmission measurements are follows.
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Tab. 5.1: Parameters of used materials in the experiment.
sample material εr [-] doping conc. [m
−3] conductivity Sm−1 tanδ [-]
A AR1000 10.0 - 0.029÷ 0.045 1 0.003 2
B Si:P 11.7 1.24× 1021 27.78 -
C Si:P 11.7 8.74× 1022 1960.78 -
D Si:P 11.7 3.44× 1023 7692.31 -
1calculated using tanδ. 2at f = 10 GHz.
• In case of the sample A we expect the similar results as in [7], [8] and [10]. It is
a small attenuation due to the low loss tangent of the used laminate and high
refractive index value. We also expected only dielectric mode to be propagate
inside the rod while the slow-wave and skin-effect modes do not exist. It follows
the numerical results should be in good agreement with measurements.
• The samples B and C are located in the transition region. The dielectric
mode should be attenuated due to the conductivity value. However the con-
ductivity is not sufficient to allow the propagation of the skin-effect mode.
As was mentioned earlier the surface space-charge wave can propagate along
the semiconductor-dielectric interface due to power exchange mediated by the
movement of charge at the interface [30]. So we expect that we will measure
the higher transmission than corresponding to the numerical computations
without formulation of such electron phenomenon.
• The conductivity value of the D sample should be sufficient to significantly
mediate the propagation of the skin-effect mode while the slow-wave mode
should be suppressed.
We developed the numerical model of the measurement setup depicted in the
Fig 5.9 using the COMSOL Multiphysics. The problem was formulated by wave
equation (5.30) and solved using the RF module and PARDISO harmonic solver.
∇×(∇×Ep)− k20εr
(
1− j
(
tanδ +
σ
εω
))
Ep = 0 (5.30)
The model consist of the 110 717 tetrahedral quadratic mesh elements typically
and the calculation at single frequency required 12 GB of memory and takes 13 min.
The solution accuracy is enhanced using the adaptive meshing technique.
The comparison of the computed and measured frequency characteristics of the
transmission coefficient S21 are depicted in the Fig 5.12. The numerical solution of
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Fig. 5.11: Conductivity-frequency domains of the experiment (solid lines) displayed above the
outcomes taken from [30] (gray areas).
the electric field distribution for samples A, B and D are depicted in the norm (phase
less) form in the Fig. 5.15, Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17. The solution for the sample C is
not depicted due to its similarity with the sample D and thus it is redundant. The
measurement setup photography is depicted in the Fig 5.13 and the detail of the rod
excitation in the Fig 5.14.
Fig. 5.12 shows the transmission characteristic of the two open and empty WR-42
waveguide sections faced to each other which corresponds to the measurement setup
from the Fig. 5.9 without measured sample. Clearly, the measured and computed
transmission characteristic are in good agreement. The local discrepancy can be
caused by interference of the direct wave with the objects in the vicinity. The trans-
mission characteristic shows the periodic increase and decrease of the transmission
coefficient which corresponds to the n× λ/2 resonances, where n is an integer num-
ber, given by reflections between the heads of the waveguide sections. The resonant
frequencies evaluated from the the nth multiple of the wavelength given as the dou-
ble of the waveguide section distance are depicted in the Fig. 5.12 by black circles
at the chosen level −20 dB. Clearly, the peaks of the transmission characteristic are
in the good agreement with such evaluated resonance frequencies.
All measurements were done with the input power level 1 mW and using av-
eraging. To determine the noise level and thus the dynamics of measurement we
terminate the feeding cable and the input of the transmitting waveguide section by
the matched 50 Ω load. The measured transmission was declared as noise level and
gives us the information about the dynamic range of the measurements. Fig. 5.12
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shows the noise level depicted by gray solid line.
Fig. 5.12: Comparison of the computed and measured frequency characteristics of the transmission
coefficient.
The numerical results and the measured characteristics of the A sample are in
very good agreement, as was expected, and some noticeable discrepancy can be
caused by the manufacturing inaccuracies. Fig. 5.15 shows the numerical solution
of the electric filed norm at frequency 22 GHz. By examination the results we are
sure that only dielectric mode propagates. It is clear that major part of the field
is concentrated inside the rod thus there are no reflections between the head of the
waveguide sections and we observe no n× λ/2 resonance peaks in the transmission
characteristic.
In the case of the B sample we also observe no n × λ/2 resonance peaks in the
transmission characteristic. However in this case it is due to extreme attenuation of
the dielectric mode by high losses inside the rod, as can be seen from the Fig. 5.16.
The numerical results depicted in the Fig. 5.12 give us the transmission coefficient
value −135d´B which is the level where we can argue about the numerical errors. If
only the dielectric mode was excited (and totally attenuated) we should measure the
noise level characteristic. However we have measured a small transmission above the
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Fig. 5.13: Photography of the measurement
setup.
Fig. 5.14: Detail of the Si:P waveguide excita-
tion.
noise level, especially at lower end of the considered frequency band. This discrep-
ancy can be explained by existence the another mechanism of the energy transfer
which exhibits the lower attenuation due to rod conductivity than the dielectric
mode. We can conclude that the slow-mode can be the source of this extra trans-
mission, which also corresponds to our expectations. However the measurements in
the vicinity of the noise level can be insufficiently reliable.
The description of the C and D sample can be threated together because their
results are similar. From the numerical solution of the electric field norm for D
sample depicted in the Fig. 5.17 it is clear that the electric field is concentrated near
the rod surface which is typical for the skin-effect mode. In the Fig. 5.17 is also
noticeable the standing wave outside the rod between the heads of the waveguide
sections, which corresponds to the n×λ/2 resonance at vicinity of the 22 GHz. The
peaks due to n×λ/2 resonances are noticeable in both transmission characteristics,
simulated and measured, and their frequencies are in good agreement with the eval-
uation depicted by black circles in the Fig. 5.12. The measured transmissions are
significantly higher than the results of the numerical calculations. This disagreement
can be explained by the propagation of another mode than the skin-effect mode. We
assume that the slow-wave mode is the cause of this extra transmission.
The results presented above are put in the context with the results from [30]
in the Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19. The range of the conductivity scale was chosen the
same as in the Fig. 5.11 to easy indication of a correlation. The dependency of the
transmission coefficient value on the conductivity is depicted in the Fig. 5.18. The
blue line represents the numerical solution and the black crosses the results of the
experiment. The numerical results clearly divide the characteristic to the dielectric
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mode domain in the conductivity range 0÷10 Sm−1 and the skin-effect mode domain
for the conductivity values higher than 10 Sm−1. The difference between numerical
results and the available experimental values are presented in the Fig. 5.19. Such
values can be interpreted the slow-wave mode domain characteristic. The correlation
with the results from the [30] are obvious.
Fig. 5.15: Distribution of the electric field norm in the domains of the experimental setup at the
frequency 22 GHz; A sample.
Another indication of the slow-wave mode existence in our measurement is the
difference of the transmission coefficient between two near values of the rod conduc-
tivity. The lines defined by corresponding differences of the transmission coefficient
at conductivities of C and D sample are depicted in the Fig. 5.19 by the black dashed
line for measured and calculated data. Clearly, the slopes are significantly differ-
ent and lead to the conclusion that the mechanism of the power transmission in
case of the measured characteristic has component which is less dependent on the
conductivity value than the computed results that include only dielectric and skin-
effect mode. The lines converge with increasing conductivity so we can expect that
the results of the computations and the measurements are in the agreement at the
conductivity values higher than 106 Sm−1.
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Fig. 5.16: Distribution of the electric field norm in the domains of the experimental setup at the
frequency 22 GHz; B sample.
Fig. 5.17: Distribution of the electric field norm in the domains of the experimental setup at the
frequency 22 GHz; D sample.
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Fig. 5.18: Measured and computed transmis-
sion - conductivity characteristics of the Si:P
waveguides.
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Fig. 5.19: Difference between measured and
computed transmission - conductivity character-
istics of the of the Si:P waveguides.
5.5 Summary
We started this chapter with the description of the Gunn effect by the field dependent
mobility. We have compared the existing expressions of the mobility dependency
and evaluate their differential formulation in order to achieve the small-signal ap-
proximation. Upon the calculation results in [46] we formulate new frequency and
temperature dependent correction term to our small-signal approximation.
In the next section, we discussed the problem of the Gunn domain formation. We
explain and derive the stability criterion which is in agreement with the published
values. We also propose the use of the field dependent terms in evaluation of the
stability criterion which should provide more realistic results.
Next we have presented the flow chart of the original simulation procedure of
the active traveling wave semiconductor devices developed upon the findings of pre-
vious sections and chapters. We have formulated the restrictions that guarantee the
validity and accuracy of the simulations. The procedure is used in the computations
presented in the next chapter.
The last section was devoted to the experimental determination of the conduc-
tivity region of the slow-wave propagation in semiconductors. We performed the
computations and measurements of the transmission coefficient across wide range of
the rod conductivity values. Since the numerical model does not include the electron
motion phenomena, the slow-wave mode can be indicated by the higher experimen-
tal values of the transmission coefficient. Obtained results are well correlated with
the findings in [31] so we can generalize them for other semiconductor structures
than one specified [31] and we can determine the validity of our developed modeling
procedure.
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The part of the presented results were published in the international Mediter-
ranean Microwave Symposium [47] and in the workshop of the COST ic603 [48].
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6 TRANSMISSION LINES WITH DISTRIBUTED
AMPLIFICATION
In this chapter we are concentrating on the development of the traveling wave BNDC
based active device. The previous chapters dealt with the properties of the GaAs
homogeneous sample with applied bias voltage in terms of the differential and static
electron mobility. We also discuss the issue of the Gunn domain formation and
formulate the condition of stable amplification. Such knowledge allows us to analyze
the BNDC device, however the there is no work devoted to the design of such devices.
We can follow the experimental works done in [16] based on the coplanar waveguide
or the fin line inserted in the metallic waveguide presented in [17]. Unfortunately
the published informations are insufficient to reproduce the device design in detail.
From previous chapters we can formulate the attributes which define the new
concept of the BNDC devices. We can sum up them into the following several items:
• The principle of device operation is based on the amplification of the propagat-
ing wave due to interaction with the active medium. This interaction occurs
in the volume of the active medium to achieve an efficient amplification. To
make sure that electromagnetic wave is penetrated inside the active medium
we should use the low-doped semiconductors to avoid the propagation of the
skin-effect mode around the conductive domain.
• As active medium we exploit the natural behavior of the GaAs in high electric
field. This has advantages as the clearly defined and stable characteristics of
the bulk material contrary to uncertainty of production and, consequently, the
parameters of the artificial active medium as the RST structures [14].
• With reference to the Section 4.5 and the equation (4.33) the electric field
vector of propagating wave Ep should to be parallel to the electron flow vector
Jn in order to achieve the effective interaction. Since we assume that the
diffusion forces are negligible small compared to the forces due to electrostatic
field E0 we can conclude, regarding the current equation (2.8), the vector of
the propagation wave inside device Ep should be parallel to the bias field E0.
• From the investigation in the Section 5.2 follows that we should meet the sta-
bility criterion (5.28). However the quantities contained in the equation (5.28)
are assumed to be constant along the homogeneous sample and the (5.28) may
not be valid generally. We should revise this issue individually for particular
design.
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• The absolute value of the differential electron mobility decreases with the
increase of the temperature as was demonstrated in the Fig. 5.5. In order
to achieve the high negative values of the differential conductivity we should
keep the device at low temperature. Therefore the device construction needs
effective heat dissipation.
6.1 Microstrip Line
Considering the requirements on the device design described above we suppose that
the suitable wave guiding structure should be the microstrip line and the substrate
made of GaAs can provide the active region with sufficient BNDC to achieve the
amplification of the traveling wave. This solution can meet all formulated attributes
above. At first we concentrate on the development of the accurate model of the
passive microstrip line on the semi-insulating GaAs substrate. Then, the active
design is described and analyzed in detail.
Passive Microstrip Line
As a reference for our model we adopt the microstrip structure from [49] where
the precise measurements of transmission parameters are published. The adopted
structure represents the 50 Ω microstrip line on the semi-insulating GaAs wafer with
the height of h = 0.1 mm. The strip is made of gold with transversal dimensions
w = 70µm and th = 4µm (see Fig. 6.1).
Fig. 6.1: Analyzed microstrip line cross-section.
The goal is the calculation of the frequency characteristic of the propagation
constant in good agreement with the experimental data [49] in frequency range
1 ÷ 100 GHz. The cross-section of the microstrip line is not transversally homoge-
neous, so the hybrid modes are expected to propagate along the line. Therefore the
all three spatial components of the field vector Ep have to be considered. We cal-
culate the eigenvalues λ of the field Ep = Ep(y, z)e−λx defined by the wave equation
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(6.1) in the 2D cross-section of the transmission line with dependent variables Epx,
Epy and Epz using the RF module of COMSOL Multiphysics.
∇×(∇×Ep)− k20εr
(
1− j
(
tanδ +
σ
εω
))
Ep = 0 (6.1)
The eigenvalue λ is given by
λ = α + jβ, (6.2)
where the α [Np m−1] is the attenuation constant and the β [rad m−1] is the phase
constant.
The numerical approach implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics needs apriori
estimation of β to enhance the convergence of the numerical calculation. Desired
estimation can be easily done by the evaluation of the propagation constant in the
homogeneous medium with effective permittivity given by Wheeler formula [50]. For
the given microstrip line the effective relative permittivity yields εr eff = 8.29 and
the estimated phase constant of propagation constant is
βest = β0
√
εr eff =
2pif
c
√
εr eff , (6.3)
where β0 is the free space phase constant.
This expression is used to estimate the value of searched propagation constant in
all following calculations and leads to excellent convergence for the calculation of the
fundamental mode of the microtrosrip line at all investigated frequencies. Fig. 6.2
shows the comparison of the numerical results and estimation by (6.3).
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Fig. 6.2: Comparison of the analytically estimated and numerically computed solution of the phase
constant.
The attenuation constant is the consequence ohmic losses in the metallic parts
and dielectric losses in the substrate.
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At first we concentrate on the ohmic losses. There are two ways of its imple-
mentation in COMSOL. The simplest one is to set the conductivity property to the
metal domains. However, the extremely dense mesh have to be used at such domain
in order to accurate approximation of the penetration of the field into the metal.
The second one is the impedance boundary condition which introduces the losses
only at domain boundary. The advantage is that there is no need to include metal
domains in the calculation, which leads to reduction of the number of the mesh el-
ements and consequently to the reduction of the computation demands. This could
be a great advantage in 3D simulations which are extremely memory consuming.
However, this boundary condition should be used only at boundaries where the field
is known to penetrate only a short distance inside the metal domain. Otherwise, the
results are inaccurate [33]. The term ”short distance” is undefined in the COMSOL
documentation, so we have to perform the trial and error investigation. We check
the agreement of the results of attenuation with experimental data [49] and refining
the mesh at boundaries until we observe the invariance of the results with the further
densification of the elements. The impedance boundary condition applied at strip
domain boundaries gives about 10% lower attenuation constant than the approach
using conductive domain while the second approach is in better agreement with ex-
perimental data. In case of the ground-plane conductor, both approaches give the
same value of the attenuation constant. To conclude, we can recommend using of
the conductive domain approach on the strip domain in order to achieve an accu-
rate results and the impedance boundary condition at the ground-plane conductor
in order to reduce the computation demands. For the conceptual modeling when
the fast computations are convenient is the impedance boundary sufficient while
the accuracy better than 10% is not required. Concerning the mesh density, in our
case of microstrip line, the maximum mesh length at penetration region should not
exceed the value 5 × 10−7 m while the domain conductivity approach is used. The
impedance boundary condition approach is much less sensitive on the mesh density
and the sufficient maximum mesh length at penetration boundary is 1× 10−5 m.
The second attenuation mechanism, dielectric losses, can be implemented in
COMSOL only by domain conductivity approach. While the dielectric losses of
substrates are usually defined by loss tangent, the equivalent conductivity have to
be recalculated using the following well-known formula.
σ = ε0εr2piftanδ (6.4)
Now we turn to the problem of the material properties which is more problematic
than one expects. The required quantities are the εr and tanδ of the GaAs and σ
of the gold. In the literature, scientific papers and material catalogues we can find
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more or less different values of particular quantity often without reference to the
frequency. This variance is summed up in the following Tab. 6.1.
Tab. 6.1: Variation of the material parameters [6], [15], [51]
σAU 4.52× 107 ÷ 4.10× 107 Sm−1
εrGaAs 13.18 ÷ 12.50 -
tanδGaAs 0.002 ÷ 0.0004 -
How those variations affect the calculated attenuation constant is demonstrated
in the Fig. 6.3, Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5. The characteristics are depicted in the com-
parison with the measured data [49] and with the calculation with reference set of
parameters εrGaAS = 12.8, σAU = 4.1× 107 Sm−1 and tanδ = 0.002 taken also from
[49]. Clearly, the change of the substrate permittivity in Fig. 6.3 affects the distri-
bution of the field between open space and the substrate volume and consequently
affect total contribution of the dielectric losses to the attenuation constant. How-
ever this effect is insignificant in the range of εr given by Tab. 6.1. A little more
significant is the effect of the change in the gold conductivity (see Fig. 6.4). Fig. 6.5
shows the influence of the tanδ variation. Clearly, the influence is huge, so we have
to deal with the dielectric losses in more detail.
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Fig. 6.3: Comparison of the measured data and
the numerical solutions of the attenuation coef-
ficient for various substrate permittivity.
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Fig. 6.4: Comparison of the measured data and
the numerical solutions of the attenuation coef-
ficient for various conductivity of the gold.
Now we intend to identify the material parameters to fit the calculated attenu-
ation constant with the experimental data. The published measurements of GaAs
relative permittivity were performed by many techniques at different frequencies,
but no stronger variation than those listed in Tab. 6.1 were observed. The more
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Fig. 6.5: Comparison of the measured data and the numerical solutions of the attenuation coeffi-
cient for various substrate losses.
credible values are εr = 12.95 in the frequency band 8÷ 12 GHz [52], εr = 12.35
at 9.5 GHz [53] and εr = 13.18 at 70 GHz [54]. The discrepancy of the calculations
has increasing trend with the frequency and is characterized by higher attenua-
tion constant in comparison with experimental data. This behavior corresponds to
the influence of the loss tangent which value is the most uncertain parameter in
Tab. 6.1. There are many different values that we can find in publications and often
the reference to measuring frequency is missing. We can identify the low frequency
values tanδ
.
= 20×10−4 in [49] and [51], the precise measurement in frequency band
8÷ 12 GHz with values tanδ = 7.9× 10−4 ÷ 4.7× 10−4 [52] and the statement that
the achieved values of loss tangent can be less than tanδ = 1× 10−4 in [55]. In the
Fig. 6.6 we can see these values plotted by black crosses. The first value at 1 GHz
corresponds the low-frequency loss tangent mentioned in [49] and [51]. Following
cluster of points, corresponding to measurements published in [52], shows the exper-
imental proof of the strong dependency of loss tangent on the frequency. The lower
limit of y axis is equal to the lowest considered value of loss tangent. Using those
experimental values with the lower bound we create a piece-wise approximation of
the frequency characteristic to achieve the agreement of the computed attenuation
constant with the experimental data [49]. However, this way we were able to ob-
tain the only the identical shape of the attenuation characteristic. The absolute
values of the computed results were lower than the experimental data, so we have to
involve additional losses. Considering extremely small dimensions of the analyzed
microstrip line and the difficulties in the process of fabrication, we can assume that
surface of the metal layers is not perfectly smooth and the gold can contain a impu-
rity. The rough surface causes the increase in the effective area of metal domains.
That consequently led to the higher losses. Also the impurities in gold can results
in lower conductivity than value valid for the pure metal. Taking into account these
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assumptions, we can include them in the model by reducing the conductivity of gold.
The ”fit” set of the material parameters, which results in the perfect agreement of
simulations with measurements are presented in following Tab. 6.2. The approxima-
tion coefficients are presented in case of loss tangent in Tab. 6.2. The approximating
functions are included in the Fig. 6.6.
Tab. 6.2: Set of material parameters to fit experimental data.
εrGaAs = 12.8
σAU = 3.5× 107 Sm−1
tanδGaAs a1 = −1.659× 10−13
c1 = 21.00× 10−4
a2 = 2.800× 1011
b1 = −1.476
c2 = 1.000× 10−4
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Fig. 6.6: Loss tangent approximation using ex-
perimental data and the condition of agreement
of computed results to experimental data of at-
tenuation constant.
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Fig. 6.7: Comparison of the measured data and
the numerical solutions using reference and fit
set of material parameters.
Active Microstrip Line
Let use the low-doped GaAs substrate instead of the semi-insulating one and the
metal strip and ground-plane as the voltage terminals. If the the applied bias voltage
is sufficient the regions with negative differential conductivity can form and the
propagating high-frequency wave can be amplified. The ground-plane assembled by
heat-sink can efficiently dissipated the generated heat.
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High amplification, low generated heat and the device stability are the device
requirements. The high gain can be expected using higher doping concentrations at
large areas of the substrate cross-section. However the high doping can led to device
instability and to the high generated heat. So those requirements are contradictory
to each other so we have to deal with the trade off between them.
We consider the positive bias voltage to be applied at the strip and the ground-
plane is grounded (opposite polarization lead to the undesired effects, see Sec-
tion 6.3). The heat-sink is included by the heat-flux boundary condition specified
by value of htc coefficient at the ground-plane interface of the width 1 mm. The
heat-dissipation due the air without convection is assumed at the device surface.
The substrate is assumed to have the initial very low concentration of donors NDi
and the area of higher donor concentration N+D with the height of the substrate h
and width wa. The higher doped area is located directly under the strip, where
the largest values of the electric field oriented in z axis direction E0z and conse-
quently the largest negative values of the z component of the differential mobility
tensor σDF (E0z) is expected. In the Fig. 6.8 is depicted the proposed design of active
microstrip line.
Fig. 6.8: Active microstrip line structure
To maintain the stable amplification regime the value of N+D should be chosen
according to the stability criterion (5.28). The substrate height h corresponds to
the device length L (see Section 5.2) so the we should meet the following relation
(using the most frequently used evaluation (5.29).
N+D < 1× 1015/h = 1× 1019 (6.5)
The initial doping concentration NDi was chosen to the value 1×1017, two orders
below the active area doping concentration. The width of the active region was
chosen to the value wa = 60 µm. The heat transfer coefficients were set according to
the findings from the Section 4.7. The moderate value htc = 1×104 at the heat-sink
interface and htc = 8 at air interface.
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We analyze such structure using thermodynamic drift-diffusion scheme imple-
mentation developed in the Section 4 including the formulations derived in the Sec-
tion 5.1 and using the simulation procedure and equation system presented in the
Section 5.3 in the Fig. 5.8. The initial temperature of the device was set to the
temperature of the ambient with chosen value 300 K.
The results of computations depicted for the bias Va = 55 V follows. Fig. 6.9
shows the distribution of the electron concentrations with indicated vectors of the
current density Jn and electrostatic field E0. Although it is not clear due to low detail
of the figure the vectors Jn and E0 are parallel (any deviation is not detectable) and
the carriers remain concentrated in the narrow region below the strip with only
slight fluctuations at the substrate surface due to presence of the high field at the
strip edges (this effect is discussed in the Section 6.3). Such results are premise of
good amplification efficiency. Fig. 6.10 shows the temperature distribution across
the device with indicated of the heat flux vector. The peak temperature, located
near below the strip, is at value 407 K which is commonly considered as maximal
working temperature for the GaAs devices so the more efficient heat-sing should be
used.
Fig. 6.9: Distribution of the electron concen-
tration, current density vector and electro-
static field vector at bias Va = 55 V.
Fig. 6.10: Distribution of the temperature and
heat-flux vector at bias Va = 55 V.
Fig. 6.11 shows the modal vector field solution of Ep at the frequency 1 GHz and
the distribution of the z axis component of the differential conductivity tensor. The
arrows of the vectors Ep are plotted only on the substrate domain and the air region
was ignored. The chosen color scale denotes the red areas as positive differential
conductivity and the blue one as the negative differential conductivity. The gray
areas denote the very low differential conductivity, as in case of the substrate region,
or eventually zero differential conductivity. Clearly, the negative values are domi-
nant and the vectors Ep are oriented in z direction under the strip, so the effective
interaction is expected. Fig. 6.12 shows the distribution of the σDF (E0z) along the
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line A-B, marked in the Fig. 6.11, under various bias voltages and at various fre-
quencies. Clearly, the differential conductivity increases with the frequency, as was
expected from (5.19) and the Fig. 5.5 respectively, and the peak negative value of
the differential conductivity occurs at bias voltage 55 V approximately and is located
about 30µm under the strip. Further increase of the bias voltage results in higher
heat generation and the higher device temperature, which consequently suppress the
peak negative value of the differential conductivity.
Fig. 6.11: Modal solution of the Ep field and the
z axis component of the differential conductiv-
ity tensor at frequency 1 GHz and bias voltage
55 V.
Fig. 6.12: Characteristics of the z axis compo-
nent of the differential conductivity tensor at
various frequencies and bias voltages.
Since the carrier distributions are not homogeneous we should check the stability
of the device in different way than in case of homogeneous sample discussed in
the Section 5.2. The stable device means there is no time to develop of the Gunn
domain in the sample. The characteristic charging time and also the carrier velocity
vary in the substrate. We suppose to evaluate the mean charging time and mean
carrier velocity along the shorted line of the current flow between the terminals
(the line A-B). Using the stability criterion (5.28) and the z axis components of the
carrier velocity (5.12) and the differential electron mobility (5.15) we can evaluate
the maximum terminal distance value L at which the device is still stable as
L =
∫ B
A
εrε0v
LE(E0z)/|σD(E0z)| dz
h
, (6.6)
where
σD(E0z) = qnµ
D
n (E0z). (6.7)
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Since the instabilities can occur only while the differential conductivity is neg-
ative we should also evaluate its value along the line A-B to distinguish between
stable and possibly unstable regimes. The particular formula follows.
G =
∫ B
A
σD(E0z) dz (6.8)
The evaluated characteristic of the L and G are depicted in the Fig. 6.13 in
the dependency on the bias voltage. The length L is plotted by red line and the
corresponding scale is also depicted in red. The conductivity characteristic G and
the corresponding scale are in blue. The used logarithmic scale display only positive
values, so the area of the G line defines the range of the bias voltage of stable regime.
At higher bias voltages the G becomes negative (cannot be plotted) and the length L
have to be larger than the physical distance between the terminals. In our case it is
equal to the substrate height h = 10−4 m. This value defines the stable amplification
regimes, denoted by green areas, and the possible unstable regimes, denoted by red
areas.
Fig. 6.13: Device regimes given by evaluated maximum device length and conductivity character-
istic.
From the Fig. 6.13 is clear that the stable amplification can be performed up to
bias voltage Va = 55 V. Let denote such value as Va
max, the maximum allowed bias
voltage. The stable amplification area at higher bias voltages is expected to operate
at high device temperatures, which is not suitable.
For further device analysis we set up a various modifications of the basic design
presented in the Tab. 6.3. The parameters that are not listed in the Tab. 6.3 remain
unchanged. The device labeled as I represents the basic design which we have dealt
with so far. Devices II, III and IV have changed only one parameter compared to
the basic design and the last one V represents the device configuration with the best
performance.
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Tab. 6.3: Design modifications.
label htc [Wm2K−1] N+D [m
−3] wa [µm]
I 104 1× 1019 60
II 105 1× 1019 60
III 104 2× 1019 60
IV 104 1× 1019 30
V 105 2× 1019 30
Fig. 6.14 presents the frequency characteristic of the attenuation constant differ-
ence ∆α and in the Fig. 6.15 the phase constant difference ∆β between passive and
active microstrip line. Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17 show the peak temperature character-
istics and terminal current characteristic respectively. The Fig. 6.18 is the analogy
to the Fig. 6.13 containing all device modifications and allow us determine the de-
vices stability. The maximum amplification of all devices was achieved at slightly
higher voltages than maximum allowed bias voltage V maxa , so we can state that the
maximum bias the voltage V maxa corresponds to maximum achievable amplification
of the devices. The frequency at which the attenuation constant of the active device
is the same as in case of the passive version (∆α = 0) was indicated as transition
frequency fT .
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Fig. 6.14: Frequency characteristic of the atte-
nuation constant difference between passive and
active microstrip line at bias V maxa .
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Fig. 6.15: Frequency characteristic of the phase
constant difference between passive and active
microstrip line at bias V maxa .
From the comparison of the the red line characteristics of the basic design and
blue line characteristics of the design with increased htc coefficient follows that the
more efficient heat-sink have significant influence and led to decrease of the attenua-
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Fig. 6.16: Peak temperature characteristics of
devices; rectangles denote the device bias V maxa .
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Fig. 6.17: Terminal current characteristics; rec-
tangles denote the device bias V maxa .
Fig. 6.18: Evaluated maximum device length and conductivity characteristic.
tion constant which is consequence of the reduced device temperature clearly visible
from the temperature characteristics in the Fig. 6.16. The reduced temperature
causes the increase in the electron mobility so the higher current flow through the
device (see Fig. 6.17) and the increased negative value of the differential conduc-
tivity reduces the attenuation (see Fig. 6.14). The the gain was observed up to a
little higher transition frequency than in the basic design. The phase characteristic
Fig. 6.15 is slightly shifted to higher values at low frequencies. The device stability
derived using Fig. 6.18 (with analogy to the Fig. 6.13) results in the same maximum
bias voltage.
The green characteristic, corresponding to the design with increased doping con-
centration, shows also the reduction of the attenuations constant a little inten-
sive than in previous case and with significantly reduced transition frequency (see
Fig. 6.14). The shift in phase characteristic in Fig. 6.15 is largest of all investigated
modifications. The increased doping concentration lead to the highest current in
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the Fig. 6.17 and temperature in Fig. 6.16 and significantly exceeds the value 400 K.
The device operates at higher bias voltage (see Fig. 6.18) and the L is at the limiting
value of the stable amplification regime.
The characteristics of the device with the reduced width of the active region is
plotted in magenta color. This modification is characterized by lowest attenuation
reduction and lowest increase in phase shift of all analyzed devices but exhibits by
the highest transition frequency (see Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15). The smaller active
region results in the reduced values in the temperature and current characteristics
(see Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17) and in the Fig. 6.18 is obvious the reduced maximum
bias voltage.
This parametric analysis of the basic design follows that the optimal parameters
in order to obtain the maximum reduction of the attenuation constant and maxi-
mum transition frequency should be the combination of presented modification. The
higher doping concentration and efficient heat sing in order achieve higher amplifi-
cation and the narrower active region to achieve lower heat generation and higher
transition frequency. The cyan characteristic of such device confirm this predicted
attributes.
The all discussed parameters of design modifications with specific values are
listed in the following Tab. 6.4. In the table is also included the real attenuation
constant αmin corresponds to the maximum amplification which takes into account
the microstrip losses unlike the attenuation constant difference ∆α.
Tab. 6.4: Analysis results of the design modifications.
label ∆αmax [dB m
−1] αmin [dB m−1] fT [GHz] V maxa [V] Tb [K]
I -26.8 -12.1 61.3 55 407
II -35.1 -20.4 65.6 55 329
III -31.2 -16.5 47.8 64 512
IV -20.2 -5.5 73.5 52 356
V -38.0 -22.4 69.2 54 326
In the following Fig. 6.19 and Fig. 6.20 are depicted the characteristics of the final
V design. Fig. 6.19 presents the attenuation constant difference and in the Fig. 6.20
phase constant difference dependencies on bias voltage at various frequencies.
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Fig. 6.19: Attenuation constant difference de-
pendency on bias voltage of the final design V.
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Fig. 6.20: Phase constant difference dependency
on bias voltage of the final design V.
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6.2 Coplanar Waveguide
Coplanar waveguide is another suitable transmission line which has been experimen-
tally investigated in [16]. However the paper does not contain enough design details
to reproduce the results by our numerical approach. As in case of the microstrip
line we concentrated to the analysis of the passive coplanar waveguide at first.
Passive Coplanar Waveguide
We create the 2D model of the cross-section of the 50 Ω coplanar waveguide according
to the Fig. 6.21 with the dimensions w = 70µm, s = 55µm, th = 4µm and h =
0.3 mm. Due to lack of the experimental characteristics of such line we use the
meshing scheme and the material parameters from our investigation of the passive
microstrip line which is in detail described in the Section 6.1. Also the problem
formulation is given by (6.1), (6.2) and the phase constant estimation is evaluated
by (6.3) using the εr eff = 7.1 obtained by formulas from [50].
Fig. 6.21: Analyzed coplanar waveguide cross-section.
The computed transmission characteristics, attenuation and phase constant, are
presented in the Fig. 6.22 and Fig. 6.23 respectively. We can observe the fundamen-
tal mode (see Fig. 6.24), depicted by red line, typical for coplanar waveguide with
infinite thickness of the substrate h. However the substrate have to be finite and
should be relatively thin due to efficient heat transfer in case of active version. The
consequence of the finite substrate thickness is the mode deformation which occurs
at the frequency range 30 ÷ 50 GHz, when the fundamental mode is transformed
due to resonance between top and bottom metal layers to parallel plate waveguide
mode (see Fig. 6.26). Other two modes are starting to propagate from the frequency
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30 GHz approximately. One has the character of the coplanar waveguide mode and
can be considered as the degenerated mode 1, labeled mode 1∗ and depicted by red
dashed line. That meas we cannot distinguish them in measurements because they
exist simultaneously. The second mode, mode 2 depicted by blue line, has the char-
acter of the double slot line mode (see Fig. 6.25), which can be excited by symmetric
feeding (unlike unsymmetrical excitation of the mode 1) so the separated propaga-
tion of this mode should be possible. That means it depends on the feeding which
mode will be excited.
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Fig. 6.22: Attenuation constant frequency char-
acteristic of waveguide mode (mode 1) and slot
line mode (mode 2).
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Fig. 6.23: Phase constant frequency character-
istic of waveguide mode (mode 1) and slot line
mode (mode 2).
In the Fig. 6.22 we can observe that the mode 2 has significantly lower attenuation
constant than the mode 1 or mode 1∗, so it seems to be more suitable for the high
frequency applications. Even this mode is transformed to the parallel waveguide
mode (see Fig. 6.27) and its degenerate counterpart will starts to to propagate at
the frequencies about 70÷ 80 GHz.
Fig. 6.24: Electric field vectors of the mode 1
(mode 1∗).
Fig. 6.25: Electric field vectors of the mode 2
(mode 2∗).
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Fig. 6.26: Electric field vectors of the mode 1
transformed to the parallel plate mode.
Fig. 6.27: Electric field vectors of the mode 2
transformed to the parallel plate mode.
Active Coplanar Waveguide
The active version of the coplanar waveguide uses planar voltage terminals arrange-
ment, so the currents are expected to flow dominantly in the y axis direction, parallel
to the electric field vector of the mode 1 or mode 2. Thus the doped area (active
region) should be located only at the top surface of the substrate. The Fig. 6.28
depict the active layer and biasing terminals arrangement. We suggest the heat-sink
to be connected to the ground potential in order to achieve well defined device inter-
face parameters. Further more, we do not observe any significant difference in the
carrier distribution inside the device between float and grounded heat-sink interface
because is to far from the doped area.
Fig. 6.28: Active coplanar waveguide structure.
We choose the donor concentration of active area at value 1× 1019 m−3 and the
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initial donor concentration of the substrate 1×1017 m−3. The width of the active area
was chosen wa = 320µm and the height ha = 60µm. The heat-sink was included
by heat-flux boundary condition defined by heat transfer coefficient htc = 1 × 104
at interface of width 1.4 mm. The htc = 8 was set at the top surface boundary
where the heat transport due to air without convection is assumed. Let call this
configuration the basic design.
The results of the analysis for the bias Va = 63 V using simulation procedure
described in the Section 5.3 and in the Fig. 5.8 are presented in the following Fig. 6.29,
Fig. 6.30, Fig. 6.31, Fig. 6.32, Fig. 6.33 and Fig. 6.34.
Fig. 6.29 shows the distribution of the electron concentrations with indicated
vectors of the current density field Jn and electrostatic field E0. Although it is
not clear due to low detail of the figure the vectors Jn and E0 are not perfectly
parallel and the carriers are repulsed from the surface and a little areas of very high
carrier concentrations are formed at the strip edges regions due to high values of
electric field. Fig. 6.30 presents the temperature distribution across the device with
indicated of the heat flux vector. The peak temperature, located near below the
strip, is at value 458 K which exceeds the commonly considered maximal working
temperature for the GaAs devices 400 K, so the more efficient heat-sing should be
used.
Fig. 6.29: Distribution of the electron concen-
tration, current density vector and electrostatic
field vector at bias Va = 63 V.
Fig. 6.30: Distribution of the temperature and
heat-flux vector at bias Va = 63 V.
Fig. 6.31 shows the modal vector field solution of Ep at the frequency 1 GHz
and the distribution of the y axis component of the differential conductivity tensor.
The arrows of the vectors Ep are plotted only on the substrate domain and the air
region was ignored. The negative values of the differential conductivity are located
at areas under the slot while the substrate under the metallic part exhibits by
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Fig. 6.31: Modal solution of the Ep field and the
y axis component of the differential conductivity
tensor at frequency 1 GHz and bias voltage 63 V.
Fig. 6.32: Characteristics of the y axis compo-
nent of the differential conductivity tensor at
various frequencies and bias voltages.
positive values. The modal vector field Ep has strong y axis component at area of
the negative differential conductivity, but the z axis component is also significant,
so the amplification efficiency should not be as good as in case of the microstrip line.
Fig. 6.32 presents the distribution of the σDF (E0y) along the line A-B, marked in the
Fig. 6.31 and located at the middle of the active region, under various bias voltages
and at various frequencies. Clearly, the differential conductivity increases with the
frequency and the peak negative value of the differential conductivity occurs at bias
voltage 63 V. The phenomenon of the current flow repulsion from the surface which
can be observed in the Fig. 6.29 has consequently influence on the location and
shape of the negative differential conductivity in Fig. 6.31. As was stated earlier,
this phenomenon is not caused by heat-sink which act as cathode. A closer look on
this phenomenon is in the Section 6.3.
Due to the active domain inhomogeneity in both y axis and z axis directions we
cannot investigate the device stability along the line A-B. We suppose to perform
the surface integration of the negative conductivity at the area Ω located under the
slot and which is marked in the Fig. 6.29 and the Fig. 6.31. Then, the quantities
of the maximum terminal distance L and the differential conductivity G should be
expressed as
L =
∫∫
Ω
εrε0v
LE(E0y)/|σD(E0y)| dy dz
S
(6.9)
and
G =
∫∫
Ω
σD(E0y) dy dz, (6.10)
where
σD(E0y) = qnµ
D
n (E0y). (6.11)
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Fig. 6.33: Frequency characteristic of the atte-
nuation constant difference between passive and
active microstrip line of the basic design at bias
63 V.
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Fig. 6.34: Frequency characteristic of the phase
constant difference between passive and active
microstrip line of the basic design at bias 63 V.
The Fig. 6.33 and Fig. 6.34 present the characteristics of the attenuation con-
stant difference and phase constant difference between the passive and active copla-
nar waveguide. The promising mode 2, which exhibits by a very small losses (see
Fig.6.22) in case of passive version, is extremely attenuated. The only amplified
mode is the mode 1 and which is the subject to further investigation. From Fig. 6.34
is also clear the phase changes dominance of the mode 1.
We set up a various modifications of the basic design presented in the Tab. 6.5.
The parameters that are not listed in the Tab. 6.5 remain unchanged. The device
labeled as I represents the basic design which we have dealt with so far. Devices II,
III and IV have changed only one parameter compared to the basic design and the
last one V represents the optimal combination of the changes.
Tab. 6.5: Design modifications.
label htc [Wm2K−1] N+D [m
−3] wa [µm]
I 104 1× 1019 60
II 105 1× 1019 60
III 104 2× 1019 60
IV 104 1× 1019 30
V 105 2× 1019 60
Fig. 6.35 presents the frequency characteristic of the attenuation constant differ-
ence ∆α and in the Fig. 6.36 the phase constant difference ∆β between passive and
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active microstrip line. Fig. 6.37 and Fig. 6.38 show the peak temperature charac-
teristics and terminal current characteristic respectively. Using the Fig. 6.40 we are
able to determine the device stability in the similar way as in the Fig. 6.13. The
maximum amplification bias voltage was indicated as V maxa . The frequency at which
the attenuation constant of the active device is the same as in case of the passive
version (∆α = 0) was indicated as transition frequency fT .
Fig. 6.35: Frequency characteristic of the atte-
nuation constant difference between passive and
active microstrip line at bias V maxa .
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Fig. 6.36: Frequency characteristic of the phase
constant difference between passive and active
microstrip line at bias V maxa .
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Fig. 6.38: Terminal current characteristics; rect-
angles denote the device bias V maxa .
The comparison of the the red line characteristics of the basic design and blue
line characteristics of the design with increased htc coefficient follows that the more
efficient heat-sink has the same positive influence, the higher amplification, as in the
case of the microstrip line due to reduced device temperature and increased current,
clearly visible from the temperature characteristics in the Fig. 6.37 and the terminal
current characteristic in the Fig. 6.38. The values of the V maxa are the same and the
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phase difference characteristic is slightly shifted to higher values at low frequencies.
The transition frequency is a little higher.
The green characteristic, corresponding to the design with increased doping con-
centration, shows the negligible reduction of the attenuations constant with signifi-
cantly reduced transition frequency. The shift in phase characteristic is similar as in
the previous case. The increased doping concentration lead to the highest current
in the Fig. 6.38 and in extreme values of the temperature (see Fig. 6.37). The high
temperature, reaching the values 600 K, evidently devalues the device performance.
The characteristics of the device with the reduced height of the active region
is plotted in magenta color. This modification is characterized by lowest attenua-
tion reduction, lowest increase in phase shift and lowest transition frequency of all
analyzed devices. The only benefit of this modification is the reduced temperature.
This parametric analysis of the basic design follows that the optimal parameters
in order to obtain the maximum reduction of the attenuation constant are in conflict
with requirement of the maximum transition frequency. By choosing the higher
doping concentration and efficient heat sing we can achieve higher amplification.
The cyan characteristic of such device confirm this predicted attributes. However
there is no way to obtain higher transition frequency.
Tab. 6.6: Analysis results of the design modifications.
label ∆αmax [dB m
−1] αmin [dB m−1] fT [GHz] V maxa [V] Tb [K]
I -15.9 2.5 23.9 63 458
II -23.9 -5.5 26.2 63 351
III -18.0 0.4 11.1 70 600
IV -10.5 7.9 7.6 54 404
V -34.8 -16.4 13.8 69 411
The all discussed parameters of design modifications with specific values are
listed in the Tab. 6.6. In the table is also included the real attenuation constant αmin
corresponds to the maximum amplification which takes into account the microstrip
losses unlike the attenuation constant difference ∆α.
The determination of the stability of the designs from Tab. 6.6 can be made using
Fig. 6.39, where the terminal distance (slot width) is indicated by black horizontal
line. It follows that all devices are stable.
Fig. 6.40 and Fig. 6.41 show the characteristics of the final V design. Fig. 6.40
presents the attenuation constant difference and in the Fig. 6.41 phase constant
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Fig. 6.39: Evaluated maximum terminal distance and conductivity characteristic.
difference dependencies on bias voltage at various frequencies. The solid line corre-
sponding to the frequency 1 GHz is uncompleted due to dependency of the critical
frequency fcrit of the mode 1 on the bias voltage. This phenomenon can be observed
in the Fig. 6.42 where red line corresponds to the critical frequency of the mode 1
in case of the passive waveguide with value about 50 MHz and the blue line corre-
sponds to the active version. The discontinuity at the frequency 500 GHz indicates
the various mode propagation at such low frequencies, but detailed investigation is
out of scope of this work.
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Fig. 6.40: Attenuation constant difference de-
pendency on bias voltage of the V design.
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Fig. 6.41: Phase constant difference dependency
on bias voltage of the V design.
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6.3 Comparison
The advantages and disadvantages of the presented active transmission lines are
clear from the Tab. 6.4 and Tab. 6.6 where are listed the attenuation constants,
transition frequencies and peak device temperatures. The active microstrip line
is in all parameters better than the coplanar waveguide. The only advantage of
the coplanar waveguide seems to be the better device stability specified by the
characteristics in the Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.39.
The reason of the different performance of the transmission lines lies in the
electrostatic field distribution which cause the major force of the electron movement.
In the Section 6.1 we state that the active microstrip line with the positive bias
applied at the ground-plane plate and grounded strip exhibits by undesired effects.
Let visualize the electron flux stream line and the electrostatic field corresponding
to both polarization of the bias voltage. The solution of the electron flux and
electrostatic potential at positive bias 50 V applied at the strip is depicted in the
Fig. 6.43 and applied at the ground-plane in the Fig. 6.44. We visualize the 30 stream
lines with start points placed equidistantly at the cathode interface with the high
doped area of width wa (source of electrons). The electrostatic field is presented
by isolines of equidistant values. We have to take into account that areas of high
electric field exhibits by considerably lower mobility (see Fig. 5.3) and the electrons
flows rather by the path of higher mobility (higher conductivity).
In the Fig. 6.43 we can see the effect of the focusing of the electrons moving
from ground-plane to strip due to low mobility areas caused by high electric field
values at the strip edges. This effect has probably beneficial influence on the device
performance while the carriers are concentrate into narrow stream. In the Fig. 6.44
we can see the effect of the carrier dispersion in the substrate. We can observe that
the electrons are extremely accelerated in y axis direction by the high electric field
values at the strip edges while they starts moving towards the anode. The result is
the spreaded carrier flux.
Examining of the Fig. 6.45 we can observe the same effect in case of the coplanar
waveguide where the electric field at the cathode edge push the electrons away from
the surface into the substrate. Considering the worse performance of the active
coplanar waveguide contrary to the active microstrip line we identify this effect as
undesired.
Fig. 6.46 shows the frequency-conductivity domain of the performed computa-
tions of active microstrip line and the active coplanar waveguide design using various
doping concentration of active region. Since we neglect the slow-wave mode propaga-
tion the results may be inaccurate up to the frequency about 6 GHz due to domains
location in the transition region.
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Fig. 6.43: Focusing effect of the electron flux by
the low mobility areas caused by high intensity
electric field at the strip edges.
Fig. 6.44: Divergence effect of the electron flux
caused by high intensity electric field at the strip
edges.
Fig. 6.45: Effect of the electron flux repulsion from the surface caused by high intensity electric
field at the metal edges.
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Fig. 6.46: Frequency-conductivity domain of the performed computations of active microstrip line
and the active coplanar waveguide.
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6.4 Summary
In the presented section we have determined the necessary attributes of the active
traveling wave device based on BNDC. Accordingly we have chosen as a suitable
structure the microstrip line on the GaAs substrate.
Firstly we deal with the proper modeling of the passive microstrip line and
propose the novel approximation of the loss tangent dependency on the frequency.
The need for this approximation was confirmed by agreement between numerical
results and the published measurement which cannot be achieved which a constant
value of the loss tangent. Then we have developed the novel active version of the
microstrip line and perform the parametric analysis in order to find the configuration
with best performance.
We also developed the passive and active version of the coplanar waveguide
which was suggested in [16] and performed the parametric analysis and the detailed
analysis of the various mode propagation.
The design of the active microstrip line achieves the higher gain and higher work-
ing frequency at the lower temperature than coplanar waveguide, which makes our
design a significant contribution in this area. The principle of the device performance
enhancement was discussed and explained in detail in the previous section.
The part of the presented results were published in the international conference
Loughborough Antennas & Propagation Conference [56], in the journal Radioengi-
neering [57] with impact factor 0.312 and some results are going to be published.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
This thesis was focused on the modeling of the perspective semiconductor structures
for the traveling wave amplification of the millimeter waves.
In the first chapter, we developed the original implementation of the thermo-
dynamic drift-diffusion scheme for the modeling of the semiconductor devices in
the commercial general purpose software COMSOL Multiphysics and its validity
and accuracy were verified by reference calculations using the specialized software
TiberCAD. Moreover, the unique stabilization technique based on modification of
the initial values of scheme variables was developed and verified. The Joule heat-
ing was studied and the new iterative procedure for the determination of the heat
transfer coefficient corresponding to required device temperature was developed and
verified
In the second chapter we reviewed the macroscopic approximations of the elec-
tron mobility in GaAs and derived their small-signal formulation. We developed the
new frequency and temperature dependent correction term to such formulation for
the purpose of the high frequency simulations. We also explained and derived the
stability criterion which is in agreement with the published values. Next we have
presented the flow chart of the original simulation procedure of the active travel-
ing wave semiconductor devices developed upon the findings in previous sections
and chapters. In order of the validity determination of the developed simulation
procedure we experimentally verified the existence of the slow-wave propagation in
semiconductors. Obtained results are well correlated with the findings in published
works, which allows us to generalize them for other semiconductor structures.
In the last chapter we have determined the necessary attributes of the active
traveling wave device based on BNDC. We propose the novel approximation of
the loss tangent dependency on the frequency for GaAs semiconductors. The need
for this approximation was confirmed by agreement between numerical results and
the published measurement. Then we have developed the novel active version of
the microstrip line which achieve the higher gain and higher working frequency at
the lower temperature than already proposed structures represented by coplanar
waveguide. The principle of the device performance enhancement was discussed
and explained in detail.
The presented achievements were published in the international conference on
Microwaves, Radar and Wireless Communications [41], in the journal Radioengi-
neering [42] with impact factor 0.312, in the international Mediterranean Microwave
Symposium [47], in the workshop of the COST ic603 [48], in the international con-
ference Loughborough Antennas & Propagation Conference [56] and in the journal
Radioengineering [57] with impact factor 0.312.
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SYMBOLS, QUANTITIES AND ABBREVIATIONS
BNDC bulk negative differential conductivity
DRW dielectric rod waveguide
FEM finite element method
MMIC monolithic microwave integrated circuits
MW millimeter-wave
NDC negative differential conductivity
PDE partial differential equation
RST real space transfer
An coefficient obtained by fitting experimental values of v
L
sat
c speed of light / correction coefficient
C doping profile
D diffusion coefficient
da damping/mass coefficient
Dn electron diffusion coefficient
Dp hole diffusion coefficient
DTn electron thermal diffusion coefficient
DTp hole thermal diffusion coefficient
E electric field vector
E electric field magnitude
E0 static electric field
E0 static electric field vector
E0x x-axis component of static electric field vector
E0y y-axis component of static electric field vector
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E0z z-axis component of static electric field vector electric field magnitude
EC conduction band energy
Ecrit threshold electric field
Eg energy band gap
Ep propagating wave electric field vector
EV valence band energy
Ex x-axis component of electric field vector
Ey y-axis component of electric field vector
Ez z-axis component of electric field vector
f frequency / source term
fv distribution function
H generated heat
H magnetic field vector
h height dimension
htc heat transfer coefficient
ch specific heat
I current
J current density magnitude
j imaginary unit
Jn electron current density vector
Jp hole current density vector
k Boltzmann constant
k propagation constant
k wavevector
k300T thermal conductivity at 300 K
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kT thermal conductivity
n negatively charged electron concentration
n normal vector
N+D concentration of singly ionized donors
N−A concentration of singly ionized acceptors
ni intrinsic carrier concentration
nie effective intrinsic carrier concentration
ninit initial value of electron concentration
p momentum vector
p positively charged hole concentration
pinit initial value of hole concentration
q elementary charge
RGR generation-recombination rate
r position vector
R reaction rate
RRSH Shockley-Read-Hall generation-recombination rate
RT thermal resistance
SC cros-section area
SHS heat-sink surface area
T temperature
t time
t thickness
TE external temperature
tanδ loss angle
TR required device temperature
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u dependent variable
v velocity magnitude
v velocity vector
V voltage
v300sat saturation electron drift velocity at 300 K
Va anode voltage / bias
vD differential velocity magnitude
vE field dependent velocity magnitude
vLsat lattice temperature dependent saturation electron drift velocity
vsat saturation electron drift velocity
w width dimension
x spatial coordinate
y spatial coordinate
z spatial coordinate
α attenuation constant
αn temperature electron mobility coefficient
αp temperature hole mobility coefficient
β phase constant
βT temperature dependency coefficient
δSD streamline diffusion tuning coefficient
ε permittivity
ε0 permittivity of vacuum
εr relative permittivity
εr eff effective relative permittivity
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λ wavelength / eigenvalue
µ0 permeability of vacuum
µ300n electron mobility at 300 K
µ300p hole mobility at 300 K
µLEn field dependent electron mobility
µEp field dependent hole mobility
µDFn frequency dependent differential electron mobility
µˆDFn frequency dependent differential electron mobility tensor
µDn differential electron mobility
µˆDn differential electron mobility tensor
µEp field dependent hole mobility
µLEn field dependent electron mobility
µˆLEn field dependent electron mobility tensor
µLn lattice temperature dependent electron mobility
µLp lattice temperature dependent hole mobility
µn electron mobility
µp hole mobility
ρm specific mass density
σ conductivity
σˆ conductivity tensor
σD differential conductivity
σˆD differential conductivity tensor
τc characteristic charging time
τn electron life-time
τp hole life-time
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τtr characteristic transit time
φn electron quasi-Fermi potential
φp hole quasi-Fermi potential
ψ electrostatic potential
ψa applied potential
ψb build-in potential
ψinit initial value of the electrostatic potential
ω radial frequency
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